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That's the 2nd highest pass rate in the nation!
Come on in and let us help you earn your GED!We are at92 Chestnut St.in Murray.
Give usa call:270459-5525,we love to help you!
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Independence Bank and MIAS
listeners donate to Gentry House
Thursday,May 19,2016

Board of Zoning
Adjustments
approves signage
alterations,
conditional use
permits

Murray claims Playful City USA honor for ninth time
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwr.ightigmurrayledger.corn
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The City of Murray Board
of Zoning Adjustments met in
regular session Wednesday to
hold three public hearings concerning a dimensional variance
for signage and two conditional
use permits.
The first hearing addressed
a request for additional signage
from the Burger King located at
814 North 12th St. With coming renovations, the fast food
chain will be revamping the interior and exterior structure of
the building. Among the changes to occur during the facelift
is the implementation of new
signage.
These changes will increase
the current square footage occupied by signage through the
implementation of additional signs on some sides of the
building. This raised concerns
among some members of the
board.
"My only concern is the two
signs on the(south)side,I think
in the past we have always been
good with having one on the
north, west and south," said
board member Jim Foster. "In
this case you are putting one on
the north and west, and almost
three on the south side."
The concern over the volume of signage was echoed by
board member Terry Stricter.

Photo provided
Community Education Advisory Council members celebrate the ninth year in a row Murray has been named Playful City USA.
Members are holding the nine designation years(2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016)that Murray has been
honored. From left are Ginny Harper, Kyra Shutt, Cristy DePalma, Janeen Winters, Cathy Elias, Chris Woodridge, Constance
Alexander, Lyndsey Harlan, Pat Harrington, Mayor Jack Rose, Jane Ann Turner, Clayton Hendricks, Michelle Hansen, Gale
Vinson, Sherry Purdom, Mignon Pitman and Lisa Hays.

By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledgercom
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet's manager for its Murray Section
discussed the KYTC's rural secondary road improvements schedule Tuesday
with the Calloway County Fiscal Court.
Mike Oliver told the magistrates that the fiscal year 2016-17 calls for recommendations amounting to just shy of $1.1 million for three projects, all in
the southern part of the county. The KYTC maintains 154.88 miles of state
roads in the county.
The first project Oliver discussed will be a 2.145-mile asphalt resurfacing
project on KY 783(Crossland Road) that will start at mile point 0.00 at KY
893 (State Line Road West) and continue through mile point 2.145, where
Crossland intersects with KY 1828 (Midway Road/Mitchell Story Road).
This job is projected to cost $176.886.
The second project is another asphalt resurfacing project on Mitchell Story
Road that will include 2.35 miles from mile point 0.00 of State Line Road
West to where it intersects with Crossland and becomes Midway Road. The
cost for this project is estimated at $178,075.
The final project will be the largest. This will consist of 6.028 miles and
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They replied, "Believe in
the Lord Jesus, and you
will be saved—you and
your household."
Acts 16:31
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JORDAN FERGUSON / Ledger & Times
Rudy's Restaurant, which opened in Murray's court
square in 1940, dosed its doors after more than 75 years
in business.
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Staff Roport
In an email sent throughout the Murray State
University campus community Wednesday, MSU
President Dr. Bob Davies revealed the university
is eliminating its Office of Regional Outreach and
will teach out several academic programs.
This comes after Monday's announcement that
MSU was eliminating its men's tennis program.
In the email, Davies said these decisions came
after a meeting with his Executive Team to finalize proposed recommendations for the fiscal year
2017 budget, which has to reflect the cuts after
Kentucky Gov. Matt Bevin proposed significant
reductions to higher education. •
MSU's recommendations include reductions,
eliminations and new revenues totaling $2.9
million, with $300,000 of that from new revenues as proposed by the school's Academic Task
Force and $25 million ($45,000 from increased
parking fees) from the Support Task Force. Also,
$641,000 will result from multiple cost-saving
measures.
However, the biggest concern on campus has
been with jobs being eliminated; Wednesday's information shed light on this.
"This proposal includes eliminating 12 occuSee BUDGET Page 2A

70. See RESTAURANT Page 3A
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Rudy's Restaurant has been a staple of Murray's
court square since it opened in February 1940 by
Rudy Allbritten. Recently the restaurant closed its
doors for good,but it will remain as part of the city's
history.
Although Allbritten died in 1952 of a heart attack
at the age of 56,his son James Rudy Allbritten wrote
about the history of the restaurant several decades
ago. Lynda Houck, Rudy Allbritten's granddaughter,
shared the story. In it, her father recalled the early
days of the restaurant's opening.
"The restaurant would have been opened sooner
(than February 1940), but while Rudy was driving
to Evansville to pick out light fixtures for the new
restaurant he had a car accident and was hospitalized," the story recalled.
According to the account, Rudy owned several
different restaurants in Murray: The Dixie,Little Red
Hen, Feed Well Cafe, Come Back Cafe, Bon Ton,
Blue Bird and the White Way.
Houck's father recounts his memories of working
in the restaurant.
"During a part of the time his father was in the
restaurant business it was considered taboo or illegal

MSU's Davies announces
more cuts to budget
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
THE PRESIDENT AND THE FOUNDER: Rotary International President-Elect John
Germ, left, meets Bob Valentine, playing the part of Rotary founder Paul Harris,
Wednesday evening during a community meet-and-greet activity at the Murray Banquet Center. The visit for Germ is believed to mark the first time for a Rotary official
this highly ranked to come to Murray. Several actvities surrounding Germ's visit are
planned for today.

Landmark restaurant closes
doors but its history remains

Call today to subscribe!
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Oliver about '16-'17 projects
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A
photograph
released
Wednesday seems to say it all
about Murray being named a
Playful City USA for the ninth
year in a row.
In the photo, several residents and officials of the Murray-Calloway County community, are shown in a line with
some of the participants holding
white cards with numbers on
them. Those cards are arranged
in numerical order to reflect the
time line of 2008 to 2016 as the
years that Murray has been recognized for this honor.
"That says a lot right there. It
really does take a village," said
Sherry Purdom,interim chair of
the Community Education Advisory Council that is the major
driver of the community engaging in this pursuit each year.
"Nine years in a row? That's
unreal."
As Purdom remarked, many
people are involved in this process. At the head of it is the Ad-
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WEATHER
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TODAY
72
56
Daily Forecast
Today: Sunny, with a
high near 72. Northeast
wind 5 to 8 mph.
Tonight: A 50 percent
chance of showers after
lam. Increasing clouds,
with a low around 56.
Northeast wind 5 to 7
mph.
Friday: Showers likely.
Cloudy, with a high near
68. Northeast wind 6 to 8
mph. Chance of precipitation is 70%.
Friday Night: A 20
percent chance of showers before lam. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around
55. North northwest wind

to mp .
Saturday: Mostly sunny, with a NO near 73.
North wind 7 to 10 mph.
Saturday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around
54. North wind 6 to 9
mph.
Sunday: Sunny, with a
high near 75. North northeast wind 6 to 8 mph.
Sunday Night: Clear,
with a low around 55.
Northeast wind 5 to 7
mph.
Monday: Sunny, with
a high near 79. South
southeast wind 6 to 8
mph.
Monday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around
59. South southeast wind
around 7 mph.
Tuesday: A slight
chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Partly
sunny, with a high near
80. South southwest wind
7 to 10 mph.

III PLAYFUL City USA honor for ninth time...
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From front

visory Council's secretary, Pat
Harrington, who was as happy
Wednesday after KaBOOM organization that oversees this
competition annually released
its list of 2016 winners. Murray's nine recognitions are the
most ever for Kentucky.
"It's just astonishing. It
amazes me that we can win this
thing every year like this," said
Harrington, expressing surprise
at the fact that Murray is now
one of just 16 cities nationwide
to have won the Playful City
USA honor nine times. Only 13
have won it all 10 years it has
been presented.
"I never realized that. We just
live in a good community," she
said.
This year's honor, though,
is bittersweet for the Advisory
Council. Its chairman had been
former City of Murray Mayor/
City Councilman Bill Wells
Ledger &'Times the photo
and Purdom said he was getting
of Almo, enjoy a
also
6,
Bryson,
grandson,
ready to participate in assisting Darrell Walker of Almo smiles as he watches his
Park in Murray.
Central
at
festivities
Day
inforHarrington with gathering
ride inside a Flaghouse tube last year during Play
mation for this year's application. Wells was stricken with a
"And that was the inspiration
new greenspace in Murray: the
rare brain disorder in December program.
that took his life early this year
"We'll miss him this year Renaissance Park on Fifth and to get Hopkinsville involved
at the age of 70.
when that comes around for Poplar. I am proud the City of with this, and I knew I had a
Murray is being recognized for full appreciation for what was
"He was a big influence sure."
resaid,
Harrington
in this,"
Along with Harrington for its efforts to promote play, and involved. What I learned from
membering that one of Wells' eight of the nine years has Clay- am so grateful to Pat Harrington (working with Harrington) is
"We will also be converting favorite times of the year was ton Hendricks, who now serves for all the hard work she has that this involves a lot of work
our bathelor's degree in Philos- the annual Play Day each Sep- several positions in Calloway done to make this happen for and that's what we did. Our
ophy into a concentration under tember at Central Park that has County Judge/Executive Larry nine years in a row," Rose said. team really worked hard to get
There was also added excite- this," Brockman said, noting
English."
been designed to serve as a cel- Elkins' office. He has served as
Davies will present the bud- ebration of the Play Day honor. a co-emcee with Wells for Play ment Wednesday for Advisory that he knew the theme - collabget to the Board of Regents next
Council members as a nearby oration - would not be a problem
Day throughout the years.
month, adding that it will in-'
"Pat came to me for the sec- community learned it was se- for his former hometown's quest
clude increased tuition and fees,
ond year and I said to myself, lected for this honor for the first for nine years as a Playful City
budgeted at $3 million, as well
'You know what? I'm going time ever, led by someone with USA.
"They do kind of know about
as additional fee proposals to
to help her out,' and I'm glad whom they had worked closely
its
(in Murray), but we were
continue
to
that
quest
Murray's
support specific program initiain
prowonderful
a
is
I did. This
tives.
gram," Hendricks said. "It streak for several years. Hop- able to get 15 or more organi"We have agonized over these
means a lot to the Murray com- lcinsville's application process zations to join this cause and it
difficult decisions, recognizing
munity to get this and it should. was led by former Murray-Cal- came together very well
"He texted me and said he
that these changes will have a
loway County Chamber of
It's a highlight thing."
significant impact on our camCurrent Murray Mayor Commerce President and Mur- was going to apply and I knew
pus community. We must not,
Jack Rose also was pleased by ray-Calloway County Parks Di- he would do well with this,"
however, lose sight of our virector Tab Brockman, who left Harrington said. "I'm so happy
Wednesday's news.
sions to be the best student-cen- "He really did love that. He had
"Having been raised in Mur- the parks job in August of last for (Brockman and Hopkinstered comprehensive university me on his radio show ("Random ray, and having raised my own year to become parks superin- ville),because I believe the more
expanse you have with this,
in the nation," he said."I realize Acts of Kindness" that aired children here, I understand the tendent in Hopkinsville.
As he relished his new com- the better it is for our area as a
that this has been a very chal- on WNBS-AM radio for many importance of play and play
lenging time and I want to thank years) probably two or three spaces. That's why I have al- munity's first time being named whole,and it tells a lot about our
you all for your continued sup- times a year, especially when ways supported the city parks, as a recipient, though, Brock- community when someone from
port and dedication to Murray we were getting ready for Play the city pool, and even had a man said his Murray experience here is able to lead another place
to get this too."•
State University." II
Day. He was big into P.R. for us small hand in helping create a had proven very valuable.
,
and was really supportive of this

•cuts to BUDGETS...
From front
pied, full-time positions as part
of a reduction in force. These
individuals have all been notified." he said in the email."The
recommendation also includes
eliminating 30 vacant positions
and reclassifying a few positions
to better meet our needs. It is
my sincere hope that no further
eliminations will be necessary,
but this could change."
Davies also said that assessments will continue as to the
possibility of outsourcing some
functions.
recommendations
"These
include reducing operating
hours for several student service units," he said. "We will
also be teaching out several academic programs, including the
bachelor's degree in Interior Design and the master's degree in
Chemical Manufacturing Management.

10th YEAR
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Fewer kids could receive free school meals under House bill
By MARY CLARE
JALONICK
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Fewer students would receive
free and reduced-price meals
at school under legislation that
Republicans pushed through a
House committee Wednesday.
On a vote of 20-14, the Education and Workforce Committee backed the bill, which would
scale back the number of schools
in which all students receive free
or reduced-price meals.The measure would allow a trial period of
so-called block grants for school
meals in three states — meaning
those states would no longer receive unlimited federal dollars
for students who qualify for the
free and reduced-price lunches,
and states wouldn't have to follow most federal nutrition standards.
The legislation, which the full
House will consider, would also
roll back some healthier school
nutrition rules championed by
first lady Michelle Obama. Some
schools say they are too restrictive and the healthier meals are
not appetizing enough to students

Republicans, including bill
sponsor Rep. Todd Rokita of Indiana and committee chairman
John Kline of Minnesota, said
the changes would help redirect
money to other programs while
ensuring that those with the
highest need are still guaranteed
meals.
Hunger and nutrition advocates from the American Academy of Pediatrics to the American
Heart Association sharply criticized the legislation, saying it
could mean that some children go
hungry at school.
"The bill would significantly
weaken access to healthy, nutritious foods for our nation's children," said Dr. Benard Dreyer,
president of the pediatrics group.
The block grant provision,
added by amendment in Wednesday's committee meeting, even
prompted opposition from the
School Nutrition Association,
which has called for major changes in the school meal standards
put in place in recent years.
The group, which represents
school nutrition directors and
the companies that sell food to
schools, called the block grant
idea "reckless" and said it would
be a first step toward eliminating

the federal guarantee that all children have access to the nutrition
they need at school.
The block grants"are an opening salvo in an aggressive,alarming attack on the future of school
meals," said Jean Ronnei,head of
that group.
The bill would raise the
threshold for a government program called community eligibility, in which schools in districts
with high poverty rates can provide free meals to all students at
the school.
Republicans said it would better target taxpayer money by scaling back free meals for the some
of the students that attend those
high-poverty schools, but don't
individually qualify for free or reduced meals. They noted that the
bill provides an increase in federal reimbursements for school
breakfasts.
"This is hardly unreasonable
and it's hardly unfair," said Rokita.
The bill would allow a wider variety of foods to be sold in
lunch lines, an attempt to provide
flexibility to schools that have
complained that the Obama administration's standards are too
strict. Nutrition advocates said

Roans To Rios'

1

I GARDEN CENTER • NURSERY • FLORIST
2397 State Route 94E • Murray,KY • 270-753-4050

that move could allow some kids
to skirt the nutrition standards.
Democrats objected to the
efforts to save money on school
meals and to loosen the nutrition
standards. Virginia Rep. Bobby
Scott, the top Democrat on the
panel, said the bill would "cut
budgets instead of feeding our
children."
The partisan split on the House
panel was in contrast to a bipartisan Senate compromise. With the
support of Democrats, the GOPled Senate Agriculture Committee passed legislation in January
that would ease requirements for
whole grains in school meals and
delay a deadline to cut sodium
levels, among other changes.The
House bill goes much further.
The Obama administration's
healthier school meal rules have
been phased in since 2012 and
set fat, sugar and sodium limits
on foods in the lunch line and beyond. They require more whole
grains,fruits and vegetables.
Schools have long been required to follow government
nutrition rules if they accept federal reimbursements for free and
reduced-price meals for low-income students, but the new standards are stricter.•

Feds:Teenagertweeted names,
addresses of service members
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP)
— A Pennsylvania man already accused of trying to assist the Islamic State group was
charged Wednesday after federal authorities said he tweeted
out the names and addresses of
military personnel with threats
of violence.
Jalil Ibn Ameer Aziz, 19, of
Harrisburg, was charged with
solicitation to commit a crime
of violence and transmitting a
communication containing a
threat to injure.
Prosecutors allege he tweeted the names, addresses, photographs and military branches
of about 100 service members
with statements such as "kill
them in their own lands, behead them in their own homes,
stab them to death as they
walk their street thinking that
they are safe" and "Identities of Military personnel that
bombed Muslims. Find them.
Kill them!"
Assistant federal public defender Thomas Thornton said
the charges involve "a 19-yearold kid tweeting and retweet-

ing" from his bedroom. He also
said the conduct alleged was
before his client's arrest last
year.
Aziz pleaded not guilty in
December to trying to help a
group designated by the U.S.
government as a foreign terrorist organization. Prosecutors
said Aziz used Twitter to spread
Islamic State propaganda and
had concealed a bag loaded
with ammunition behind a dryer in his home.
Authorities allege in a criminal complaint that he used 57
different Twitter accounts —
all traced to the home he shares
with his parents — to advocate
violence, encourage people to
fund jihadist groups and express a desire to travel to territory controlled by the Islamic
State group.
A defense attorney earlier
called the bag as a backpack
that contained nothing illegal
and said there were no guns in
the home when Aziz, who has
no criminal history, was arrested. MI
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Come Check Out Our Large Selection of
Annuals,Perennials and Herbs
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Hanging Baskets • Color Bowls • Combination Planters
Succulent Bowls • Tropicals• Herb Bowls

Over 50 Varieties of Tomato Plants!
Sweet Potato Slips• Herbs• Bedding Plants
Bulk & Prepack Garden Seeds • Fertilizer • Compost
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Check out this great waterfront weekend
retreat! This home boasts three bedrooms
and two bathnxims, with large spaces for
entertaining The view from the screened
in porch is picturesque, with a gentle slope
leading to the private covered dock This
home has many updates including windows,
HVAC, and a retaining wall just to name a
few. MIS #86471 $198.500 Link to Virtual
Tour https • Hyoutu bet3rNa5qdFxrD

S.
Wary Wadi**
1711403-31145

Beautiful lake view setting looking out
at Kentucky Lake. The inside of the
home has been remodeled and updated
and makes a great primary home or a
wonderful lake retreat. 3 bedroom 2 bath
with a nice new walk - in tile shower in
the master bath Not a far dnve to mur.
ray or Paris,TN. MLS #85435 $149,000.
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to serve a black person seated in
a restaurant. Rudy was the first
person in Murray to change this
trend," he remembered. "'(Murray State University) coach Roy
Stewart had received a phone
call from Evansville's (football)
coach and he told(him) his team
had one black player and asked
if there would be any problem
serving him. My father told Roy
Stewart no. The team came in
and ate and we served them.—
The menu, according to the
account, had not changed much
through the years. A plate lunch
was one meat, two vegetables
and a dessert. In 1940, a plate
lunch cost 55 cents; in 1954 it
was 75 cents.
Through the years, the
restaurant had many different
owners but its spirit and good
food stayed in the community's
hearts.
"The name Rudy's, along
with good home cooking and
friendly service and hard work,
are perhaps the most important factors which have kept the
restaurant alive," Allbritten recalled.
He said in the account that
former Calloway County Judge
Executive George H. Weaks,
now deceased, was an owner of
Rudy's from 1954-1958. Allbritten said Weaks worked for Rudy
while he was in school making
$3 a week.
Glenda Newsome said she
worked as a part time waitress
while she was a junior and senior at Kirksey High School.
Newsome graduated in 1959.
"It was nice working at Rudy's; everybody was friendly
and the food was delicious," she
said.

Newsome said she worked
there after school and on Saturdays.
"I wasn't there for breakfast
(because I worked after school)
but it was busy all the time,"
Newsome said."(Because of the
tips) I always had pocket change
in my purse. My friends would
ask me for change all the time."
Newsome said that employees could eat for free on their
breaks.
"I used to get teased because
I was always on some kind of
diet. 1 remember that I would
order grilled cheese a lot," she
said.
She said she has visited
Rudy's in the years since she
worked there.
"My sister and her husband,
when they were on vacation and
visited, Rudy's was the place
they had to go," Newsome said.
After more than 75 years in
business, Newsome said she is
sad about its closing.
"It's another area of my life
that is gone. There are so many
things that have disappeared
since I've gotten older," she
said. "I remember my boyfriend
(in high school) would wait outside for me to get off of work.
I have such fond memories (of
Rudy's)."
Deana Wright, Murray Main
Street program director, said she
is sad to see the restaurant closing.
"It has been such a staple in
the court square for many years,
it really is sadi to see it go,"
Wright said.
She said another small business will occupy the space, but
could not confirmed when or
what kind of business it might
be.•

Murray State University Racers 1930-31
Pictured,from left, first row, are James DeWeese, Peg Mahan, Coach Cutchin, Manager
Leon Smith, Jim Miller and Dub Foster; second row, Homer Witherspoon, Harlan Brodie,
Ray Pogue, Lee Fox, father of Joretta Fox Randolph; Bill Arnett and Charles Wickliffe;
back row, T.R. Graham, Willard Bagwell, Karl Johnson, Will Smith, Zahn Wells and Walter Wells. Their basketball games were played on the stage in Lovett Auditorium.
Photo submitted by Joretta Fox Randolph

The Murray Ledger & Tunes will be publishing photographs taken in the past of people, places and events in Murray and Calloway County.
Email photos to conununitynews@murrayledger.com or bring them to our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.

Donald Trump unveils list of
In lieu of flowers: Families
his top picks for Supreme Court reveal political hopes in obits
By JILL COLVIN and
MARK SHERMAN
Associated Press

Larsen, who serves on the
Michigan Supreme Court and
is a former law clerk to Scalia,
delivered one of the tributes to
WASHINGTON (AP) — the late justice at his memorial
Donald Trump, the presumptive service in March. She served in
Republican nominee for presi- the Justice Department office
dent, released Wednesday a list that produced the legal justifiof 11 potential Supreme Court cations for the enhanced interjustices he pimp to vet to fill the rogation techniques, including
seat of late Justice Antonin Sca- waterboarding, that critics have
lia if he's elected to the White called torture.
Willett, a justice on the Texas
House.
Supreme
Court, is perhaps best
The list of conservative federal and state judges includes known for his heavy use of soSteven Colloton of Iowa, Alli- cial media. His Twitter handle,
son Eid of Colorado and Ray- @justicewillett, has more than
35,000 followers,
mond Gruender of Missouri.
Pryor was initially given a
Also on the list are: Thomas
Hardiman of Pennsylvania,Ray- recess appointment to the 11th
mond Kethledge of Michigan, U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
Joan Larsen of Michigan,'Thom- by President George W. Bush.
as Lee of Utah,William Pryor of Senate Democrats had tried to
Alabama,David Stras of Minne- block Pryor's appointments over
sota, Diane Sykes of Wisconsin his strong criticism of the Roe v.
and Don Willett ofTexas.Trump Wade decision that established a
had previously named Pryor and woman's right to an abortion.
Apart from Sykes, who is 58,
Sykes as examples of kind of
the others all are younger than
justices he would choose.
The news comes as Trump 55 and David Stras is just 41.
is working to bring together a The eight men and three women
fractured Republican Party and on the list are all white.
Trump's list is also notable
earn the trust of still-skeptical establishment Republicans for the names that don't appear.
who question his electability in It omits two of the biggest stars
the general election, as well as in the conservative legal world,
conservatives in his party still Judge Brett Kavanaugh of the
wary of his commitment to their federal appeals court in Washington, and former Bush admincause.
In a statement, Trump said istration Solicitor General Paul
the list "is representative of the Clement.
Trump first said in March that
kind of constitutional principles
I value" and said that, as presi- he planned to release the list of
dent, he would use it "as a guide five to 10 judges in an effort to
to nominate our next United ease concerns about his conserStates Supreme Court Justices." vative credentials, which had
His campaign stressed the list come under attack in the heated
was compiled "first and fore- Republican primary.
"I am going to give a list of
most, based on constitutional
principles, with input from high- either five or 10 judges that I
ly respected conservatives and will pick, 100 percent pick, that
I will put in for nomination. BeRepublican Party leadership."

cause some of the people that
RICHMOND, Va.(AP) —
are against me say: 'We don't In a heated election season
know if he's going to pick the filled with seemingly endright judge. Supposing he picks less political bickering, some
a liberal judge or supposing among the dearly
departed are
he picks a pro-choice judge,—
getting the last word, leaving
Trump said at an event in Palm
behind their requests for votBeach,Florida.
He said then the list would ers this fall.
Obituaries
published
include judges "that everybody
respects, likes and totally ad- during the past several
mires" — "great conservative months have included comjudges, great intellects, the peo- mentary from both sides of
plc that you want."
the political spectrum, with
The vow marked a rare mo- families feeling it fitting to
ment of acknowledgment by include their loved ones' final
Trump that he could be doing political wishes.
more to appease those in his parLast week in Alabama, relty opposed his candidacy.
Trump had said he would like atives of 34-year-old Katherto appoint judges in the mold of ine Michelle Hinds, published
deeply conservative as Scalia, an obituary that included,"In
lieu of flowers, do not vote
who died in February.
In the statement,he described for Donald Trump."
Scalia as "a remarkable person
and a brilliant Supreme Court
Justice."
"His career was defined by
his reverence for the Constitution and his legacy of protecting Americans' most cherished
freedoms," he added. "He was
a justice who did not believe in
legislating from the bench and
he is a person whom I held in the
highest regard and will always
greatly respect his intelligence
and conviction to uphold the
Constitution of our country." II

Please support the

United ANA
Way nor.

Hinds' mother, Susan Pool,
said her daughter did not like
the presumptive Republican
presidential nominee and
feared for the future for her
three young children if he's
elected. Pool never talked to
her daughter about the possibility of including an anti-Trump message in her obituary, she said, but knows she
would have liked it.
Just before dying earlier this month, Carl Crocetti,
of Stoughton. Massachusetts, told his companion he
wanted Donald Trump to be
president. The Enterprise of
Brockton, Massachusetts, reported his family tried to honor that wish by wrapping up
his obituary with the request

"that people elect NOT to
vote for Hillary Clinton in the
presidential election in November."
The family of Mary Anne
Alfriend Noland told WWBTTV in Richmond, Virginia,
that they used the campaign
to pass along her sense of humor, by suggesting death may
be preferable to choosing
sides this fall.
Her obituary, published
Monday , reads, "Faced with
the prospect of voting for either Donald Trump or Hillary
Clinton, Mary Anne Noland
of Richmond chose, instead,
to pass into the eternal love of
God."•
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Knit-wits to meet
The Knit-wits group will meet every Friday
at 1 p.m.,in the library of the Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens Center. Knitters and
cnacheters of all levels are welcome. For more
information,call Dot at 270-293-5588.

MWC Alpha Dept. will meet

Murray State Dept. of
Journalism and Mass
Communications
receives accreditation

Special to the Ledger
Murray State University's Department of Journalism and Mass
Communications through the Arthur J. Bauernfeind College of
Business recently received good news as the Accrediting Council on
Education in Journalism and Mass Communications extended the
department's accreditation for the next six years. Numerous positive
qualities were attributed to the JMC department including enthusiHike to be held Saturday
astic faculty,engaged students, a strong curriculum and an excellent
internship program.
The Great Rivers Group of the Sierra Club Cumberland Chapter will sponsor a hike along Ft. Henry Trails in Land Between the
During the council's visit in October, undergraduate programs in
8
at
leaving
available
be
will
A
21.
carpool
May
Saturday,
on
Lakes
advertising, Journalism, public relations and television production
a.m. behind the Murray State University Biology building. Meet at
at Murray State were reviewed across topics regarding faculty, sturated
is
and
loop
mile
6+
a
be
will
The
hike
a.m.
9
by
the trailhead
dents and program offerings.
easy but could be considered moderate. Bring liquids, snacks, bug
Preparation for the visit began more than a year in advance when
informamore
For
footwear.
and
appropriate
repellent, sunscreen
the department split its professors into teams of three to begin writtion, contact Ray Smith at 270-226-5381 or econut13@att.
ing a self-study, which was edited by Dr. Marcie Hinton, associate
professor of Public Relations.
MWC plans Memorial Service
"Every time Murray State JMC is evaluated and successfully
The Murray Woman's Club will hold its Memorial Service on
recommended for reaccreditation, we immediately begin to look
Thursday. May 26 at 6 p.m. There will also be a salad supper and
for what we can do better for the next round. The accreditation is a
installation of officers for the coming year. Hostesses for the salad
very above-average accomplishment,and we want to continue to go
supper is the Creative Arts Department. The Theta Department will
above and beyond expectations as a department," said Hinton.
decorate and the Alpha Department will help prepare for the event.
The team was particularly impressed with a number of aspects in
Special music will be provided by the Music Department Choir.
the department including, but not limited to, the strategic and stuGuests are welcome.
dent-focused plan in both curriculum and career preparation, the
robust and well-functioning record of the department with regard to
Flags available for Memorial Day
assessment of student learning and the enthusiasm and diversity of
American Legion Post 73 of Murray is providing free flags for McKnight and Shelton
the students and faculty.
marking veterans' graves for Memorial Day. The flags will be availThe University has been accredited since 1986 and has been reDwayne and Janet McKnight of Murray., Kentucky. announce the
able from 1-4 p.m. on Wednesday, May 25. For more information, engagement and upcoming marriage of their daughter. Emily Alli- affirmed four times since. This year, Murray State was again found
contact Mark Kennedy at 270-752-3333.
son McKnight. to Andrew Buck Shelton, son of Johnny. and Phy liss in compliance with all nine standards that make up the basis for the
accreditation review.
Shelton of Wingo, Kentucky.
Summer in the Park to be offered
"We at Murray State have been found in compliance with all nine
Miss McKnight is the granddaughter of John and the late Virgie
The Summer in the Park program will be offered from May 31 McKnight of Murray and Melvin and Dee Hewlett of Poplar Bluff. of the standards for accreditation, and even looking back over the
through July 15 at the Bailey Pavilion in Central Park for all chil- Missouri. She is a 2010 graduate of Calloway County High School other evaluations in the eighties, they're always impressed with the
dren through age 18. Children under nine must be accompanied by and a 2014 graduate of Murray State Unix ersity with .a degree in fact that our students know how to do things.... The report this year
an adult. Lunch will be served from 11 a.m. until noon only. There education. She is emploNed-by MaN field Middle School.
was 100 percent positive and very favorable of the department, and
will be educational programs from noon until 1 p.m. For more inforhatirvery happy about that," said Dr, Bob Lochte, JMC department
Mr. Shelton is the grandson of the late Chester and Gros ie Shelton cl'n
mation,contact Michelle Hansen at 270-762-7333; Ginny Harper at of Wingo and the late Harry and Rose Hall of(alcr1 Cit\ . He is a
270-293-1558 or Morgan Carman at 270-759-9592.
Members of the accreditation team included committee chair
2005 graduate of Graves ('ounty High School and attended Murray
Auction
Harris
for
auctioneer
an
Ford Risley from Pennsylvania State University, Shirley Staples
State University. He is employed as
Make A Difference Day to be Saturday
Carter from the University of South Carolina, Dale Cressman from
Company.
The Murray-Calloway County community will host its 106th Bill
Brigham Young University and retired newspaper publisher and exThe wedding will be Saturday. June 11.2016 at 4 p.m.
Wells Make A Difference Day on Saturday, May 21 from 9 a.m. ecutive with the Gannett Company,Charles Wanninger.
Family and friends are invited to attend.
1 p.m. at Roy Stewart Stadium. Paper and cardboard of all types
will be collected. The Lion's Club will collect eyeglasses and the
W.A.T.C.H. Center will take aluminum cans. CASA will be collecting cell phones and West KY Mentoring Inc. will have a bin for
used ink jet cartridges. Clothes will be taken for Angels Attic and
the Kiwanis Club will have a bin for shoes. The local city police
and sheriff's department will combine efforts to collect prescription
drugs in original containers. Plastics, aluminum cans and glass will
be gathered as well as bins for used motor oil. Books will be taken
for recycling to benefit community education and gently used sports
gear and equipment will be collected for the "Game Ready" initiative. The shredder will be available to shred personal documents.
Batteries will no longer be collected.
The Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Saturday, May 21 at 11
a.m. for a luncheon meeting, "To The Future."
The guest of honor will be the 2016 Lois Pharris
Scholarship winner.

Community cook out planned
Russell Chapel United Methodist Church will have a community
cook out on Saturday, May 21 at 4 p.m. at the Payne St. pavilion
(old city park beside basketball courts). Hamburgers and hot dogs
with all the trimmings will be served.The public is invited to attend.
For more information or a ride, call 270-293-2517 or 270-227-1566.

MCC health screening offered
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Wellness Works program will offer a free community health screening on Friday, May
20 from 6-8:30 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care, 1401 South 16 St.
for lipid and glucose blood draw(12-hour fast is required). For more
information, call 270-762-1348.

Democratic caucus to be held
The Calloway County Democratic caucus will be Saturday, May
21 at 10 a.m. at Ramey Insurance, 1406 N. 12th St., Suite F (The
Village across from Martha's Restaurant). Doors will open at 9:30
a.m. The caucus will elect delegates to the 2016 Kentucky Congressional District caucus in Louisville to be held on June 4. In turn, the
Louisville caucus will elect delegates to the Democratic National
Convention. Anyone registered as a Democrat by April 16 in Calloway County is allowed to participate. For more information, call
270-978-5941.

needs aluminum cans
The WATCH. Center, 702 Main Street, needs aluminum cans
for an ongoing fundraising project. Cans may be dropped off any
time day or night seven days a week by driving through the driveway/parking lot on the west side of the center and placing them in
the cotton wagon.

Photo provided
DONATIONS FROM MSU: The Nonprofit Leadership Studies program in the Department of Community Leadership and
Human Services in the College of Education and Human Services at Murray State University made a donation of $5,000 to
three nonprofit agencies. Pictured with students in the MSU program are, from left, Gina Winchester, chair of the Board of
Directors, Soup for the Soul, which received $2,500; Merryman House Executive Director Mary Foley which received $1,300
and Angelia Boyd, executive director, CASA by the Lakes, which received $1,200.
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(270) 753-1725
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SERVING MURRAY
SENIORS SINCE 1973,
FERN TERRACE OF
MURRAY WORKS
WITH YOU TO ENSURE
YOUR LOVED ONES
RECEIVE THE BEST IN •
PERSONAL CARE.

1505 STADIUM VIEW DRIVE
MURRAY,KY
WWW.FERNTERRACE.COM
270-759-1883
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Benny Hugh Smith

Thursday, May 19, 201c, • •

OBITUARIES
George Colgate

Benny Hugh Smith, 69, of Kirksey, Kentucky,
George Colgate, 92, of New Concord, Ken1
. died at 9:40 a.m. Saturday, May 14.2016 at Spring
tucky. died at 8:45 p.m. Sunday, May 15, 2016 at
Creek Health & Rehab,Murray.
his residence.
Mr. Smith was born July 24, 1946 in Calloway
He was born Aug.29,1923 in Wilmington,MasCounty,Kentucky,to Robert Walker Smith and Besachusetts.
atrice Kathryn Johnson Smith.
He was a veteran of the U.S. Navy serving during World War II.
He was a veteran of the U.S. Navy serving during the Vietnam
Mr. Colgate is survived by his wife, Wanda Jean Hickerson ColWar.
gate; a daughter, Holly Colgate England of Florida; a son, Wayne
He was preceded in death by his parents and his wife, Martha Colgate of Maine; stepsons,Terry
L. Hoffmann of New Concord and
Jean Smith.
Darrell Hoffmann of Columbia, Illinois; a sister, Faye Callahand of
Mr. Smith is survived by two stepdaughters; one stepson; a sister, New Hampshire and several nieces and nephews.
Sandra Gallimore and husband Gerald of Murray; one niece, SherA private burial service will be held at the Kentucky Veterans
ri Gallimore of Louisville; one nephew, Roger Gallimore and wife Cemetery West, Hopkinsville. Visitation will
be from 3-8 p.m.
Vona of Murray and two great-nieces, Neely Gallimore and Emma Thursday, May 19,2016 at Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home.
Gallimore.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Funeral services will be at 1 p.m. Friday, May 20,2016 at Hazel
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangeBaptist Church with Tim Cole and Wayne Carter officiating. Visita- ments.
tion will be from 5-8 p.m. Thursday, May 19,2016 at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home and after 10 a.m. Friday, May 20, 2016
Billy Bradley Mitchell
at the church.
Billy Bradley Mitchell, 47, of Murray, Kentucky, died Tuesday,
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrange- May 17,2016 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
ments.

FUNERAL NOTICE
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home
William "Bill" Willis Fandrich,86

Funeral service will be at 1 p.m. Thursday,May 19.2016 at the
funeral home. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.

•BZA approves...

the signage variance, the board
heard from Carol Arnold in ref"If my math is correct, they erence to a conditional use perare going from 52 square feet mit to allow one of her sleeping
now, which is not excessive, to rooms to be rented from her
103 square feet when you add home located in an R-2 Resiup all of the requests," Stricter dential Zoning District at 218
said."That seems like an awful South 11th Street.
lot of signage."
Arnold said She was a sinDan Drury, president of gle woman who wa,s looking
Midamerica Hotels Corpora- to have either another woman
tion, the organization which her age or potentially a foreign
owns Burger King,spoke to the exchange student from Murray
commission about the changes State to live with her and help
which were being requested.
her keep up with the bills. She
had already fallen before they
"This is the basic, typical assured the board and any other
From front
did that, which made a bad sign package that comes with concerned residents that there
will start at mile point 20.278 situation just a little bit worse, Burger King now,"
Drury said. would be no late night parties
By ADAM BEAM
But Bevin, citing state law, of New Providence Road (KY which we are seeing this year. I
"All
the
restaurant
lighting is or loud disturbances as the area
Associated Press
ordered the mid-year cuts 893) and continue to mile point think the step taken last year is going to be
changed over to is zoned for single families.
anyway. Beshear sued him, 26.306 where it interesects with going to help this in the future." LED.This is their typical packThe other conditional use
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) - saying the governor can only Shoemaker Road. That project
Oliver had more to tell the age and we can go with this, permit was sought by the new
Kentucky's governor cannot cut spending if the state has a is expected to cost $462,704.
magistrates about KYTC's but if it concerns you we could Huck's gas station
located on
take money from colleges and budget shortfall. Beshear said
Calloway County Judge/ plans for the county. He said take(some of the signs down
in North 12th Street to allow the
universities, but he can order if Bevin's cuts are allowed to Executive Larry Elkins did ex- the widening of KY 121 North, size)."
outdoor storage of merchanthem not to spend all of it, a stand, nothing would stop him press concerns about one part which does reach into a small
All board members with the dise. The only concerns raised
of the setup and that was the portion of the county, continstate judge ruled Wednesday.
from deciding to strip funding
exception of Stricter voted in by the board in this request
drop in the county's flex fund ues, but he also discussed the
The ruling from Franklin from the state police.
favor of the dimensional vari- stemmed from the space retake. This year's total is set at repair of a large culvert along
County Circuit Judge Thomas
ance, allowing Burger King to quired for mulch which the gas
Wingate rejected that argu- $275,759.80, as opposed to last
KY 893 (State Line Road) in make their proposed
Wingate is the latest develop- ment,saying the courts are "fulsignage station would only be offering
year's total of about $325,000. Hazel that is underway.
ment in a monthslong feud be- ly capable of realigning the baladjustments without changing from March through August.
Still, he seemed pleased with
He said another culvert op- their
initial plans in terms of
tween Republican Gov. Matt ance of power" if Bevin were to his county's situation.
The board unanimously aperation may start this week on
signage dimensions.
proved the requests for both
Bevin and Democratic Attorney cut spending to "constitutional"All in all, this is a good pro- Bethel Road north of Murray.
Following the hearing on Arnold and Huck's.•
General Andy Beshear, son of ly impermissibly low levels."
gram," he said, noting that the
In addition, he said two maBevin's predecessor, DemocratWingate said his ruling is flex fund in question is depen- jor paving operations are exic Gov. Steve Beshear.
"narrowly limited to the facts dent on the state's gasoline tax, pected to happen this year on
Wingate ruled two state laws of this case," a key phrase since which has dropped significant- U.S. 641. One will begin near
give Bevin the authority to re- Beshear is considering suing ly in recent years because of a Bee Creek in Murray and extend through Murray to Glenduce the allotments to public Bevin vain about budget cuts consistent drop in gas prices.
"While that is good for con- dale Road, while the second
colleges and universities with- to other state agencies.
sumers, its not good for this will start at Oakley Auto at the
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) KDA President Eric Gregory
out the approval of the state legBevin said the two-year opfund,"
Elkins said, noting that intersection of North Fourth Kentucky bourbon production says production should keep risislature. Andy Beshear had sued erating budget lawmakers apthe Kentucky General Assem- Street and extend to Radio hit a nearly 50-year high last ing, with a handful of larger disto stop Bevin's cuts, arguing proved last month "assumes"
bly took steps last year to pre- Road(KY 1824).
year.
tilleries starting production later
only the state legislature has the spending cuts of 4.5 percent in vent lowering gas prices from
"While we're doing those,
An industry group said in the year, with more scheduled
power to appropriate money.
the current fiscal year. He sent continuing to crimp the gas tax. we also will handle sidewalk Wednesday the state's distill- to open in a year or two.
But Wingate disagreed, say- letters to the leaders of some in- "They did put a floor mark on wheelchair ramps at intersec- eries
filled nearly 1.9 million
One of the newcomers is the
ing Bevin did not change how
dependent state agencies,order- how low it could go, which I tions," Oliver said.•
bourbon barrels last year, the Bardstown Bourbon Co.
much money colleges received; ing them to cut their budgets by believe is going to help. Unhighest level since 1967.
Its president and CEO, Dahe just ordered them not to 4.5 percent.
fortunately, (the price of gas)
The Kentucky Distillers' vid Mandell, says the distillery
spend all of it.
Association says more than expects production to be near
Beshear said the budget does
"The Court simply cannot not include those cuts,so Bevin
6.6 million barrels are aging in capacity soon after opening in
warehouses dotting the land- September, meaning an expanendorse the position advanced can't assume them. He said he
scape in the state's bourbon sion could soon be in the works.
by the Attorney General and plans to "take action" by the end
country, the most since 1974.
the Intervening State Repre- of this week.
sentatives that all appropriated
"(The cuts) are based on a
"We encountered every obBOWLING GREEN, Ky.
funds must be spent," Wingate false premise that a law can
(AP) After a 44-year absence, stacle imaginable," Barnett said.
is
both
"This
an
position
wrote.
mandate something that it the Bowling Green-Warren
But with the help of about
irresponsible one and an unsus- doesn't say," Beshear said.
County Regional Airport will $1.8 million in incentives from
tainable one for a government
Bevin spokeswoman Aman- resume regular commercial air the state,the federal Department
to take."
da Payne declined to comment. service by offering daily flights of Transportation and local busiFRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) - program.
lieshear said he would appeal But John Chilton, Beviti's to Atlanta.
nesses, the airport was able to Kentucky officials are seeking
U.S. Rep. Harold "Hal"
the ruling immediately, saying budget director, sent a letter to
Officials announced Tuesday sign a one-year deal with Con- proposals from local leaders for Rogers, who worked to secure
it "confers dangerous levels of Beshear on Tuesday telling him that Contour Airlines of Smyr- tour.
projects that will attract new in- the funding, said the program
power on the governor." Bevin that every other constitutional- na, Tennessee, will offer two
"The idea of air service has dustry and more jobs to Appa- would help Kentucky's strugsaid he was grateful for the rul- ly elected officer - including flights a day to Atlanta during been up in the air a long time," lachia.
gling Appalachian communities
ing, calling Beshear's lawsuit a Democratic Secretary of State the week, and one flight a day State Rep. Jody Richards said.
A statement says the Cabinet as they try to rebound from a
"politically motivated" attack.
Alison Lundergan Grimes - on the weekends, the Bowling "Today, air service in Bowling of Economic Development and slump in the coal industry.
Erik Dunnigan, who is actMeanwhile, Northern Ken- have submitted plans to cut Green Daily News reported Green is taking off. This will the Kentucky Division of Aban(http://bit.ly/10Abm51 ).
further open up Bowling Green doned Mine Lands are collabo- ing Secretary of the Cabinet for
tucky University on Wednesday spending by 4.5 percent.
The airline will also offer a and Warren County to domestic rating in the pilot program that Economic Development, says
announced it would eliminate
"The people of the Commonweekly flight to Destin, Florida, business and foreign markets."
seeks to boost the economy in local leaders are encouraged
105 jobs, including 35 faculty wealth deserve everyone's help
The airline hopes to start of- eastern Kentucky. The release to seek options that have the
on a seasonal basis.
positions, to compensate for in the Administration's effort
According to airport manag- fering the flights as early as Auprovide "dynamic
declining revenue. It attributed to strengthen the Common- er Rob Barnett, a lot of effort gust. Barnett said. Ticket prices says up to $30 million in federal potential to
money is available for the growth and jobs."•
grant
the decline to the rising pension wealth's financial foundation," has been put in to get air ser- and flight schedules have not
costs, declining enrollment and Chilton wrote to Beshear."Can
vice, which ended at the airport yet been determined. The flights
Bevin's cuts.
we count on you?"
in 1972, returned and to lure an- to Destin are slated to run from
April through October.
Bevin first proposed his cuts
Beshear responded by point- other carrier.
to colleges and universities in ing out his office has generatJanuary as part of a larger plan ed $17.5 million in settlement
l'rwrs ill 3:iNt ,ii
Investments Since 1854
on '11:Iy. Is, 2.11
to cut state spending by $650 funds for the state since January
are
million. He said the cuts
and has returned $8 million to
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is found alive
Speed limit to increase on 641 North,US 45 Nigerian girl kidnapped 2 years ago
my voice," Mark said.
Special to the Lodger
Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet (KYTC) Secretary
Greg Thomas today issued official orders to raise the speed
limit from 55 to 65 mph on
portions of U.S. 45 and U.S.
4l in Calloway, Graves,
Marshall and McCracken
counties.
The move ccunei afteadiocal officials and public stakeholders petitioned the Cabinet
to increase the speed limit for
economic and mobility improvements throughout the
region. The speed limit was
increased only after Cabinet engineers analyzed speed
studies and traffic data for
these sections.
"The Cabinet has reviewed
all factors and determined
that raising the speed limit
is a safe and reasonable -application for this particular
stretch of highway" said Sec.
Thomas. "I want to commend
Reps. Kenny Imes and Richard Heath for their hard work
and persistence on moving

this forward."
The speed limit will be
raised on U.S.45 from KY
1241 at mile marker 21 in
Graves County to the 32 mile
marker on KY 1241 in McCracken County near Lone
Oak. On U.S. 641, the limit
will be raised from KY 1824
in Calloway County to KY 58
near the Purchase Parkway in
Marshall County. There will
be points along the routes
where the speed limit will be
reduced to 55 mph due to signalized intersections.
"After several years of
work, I'm glad to see the
speed limit on U.S. 45 and
U.S. 641 raised from 55 to
65," said Rep. Richard Heath,
of Mayfield. "This speed
limit increase will help our
regional economic development from a multitude of angles. When this stretch comes
up on GPS as a 65 mph zone,
tourists, travelers, and businesses will be more inclined
to travel the route. While
running for office, Governor

Bevin said this would be a By MICHELLE FAUL and
HARUNA UMAR
priority, and I appreciate him
Associated Press
fulfilling that promise."
work,
of
years
"After three
LAGOS, Nigeria (AP) —
this speed limit increase is
of the teenagers kidnapped
One
a shining example of how
by Boko Haram extremists over
Western Kentucky is moving two years ago from a boarding
forward," said Rep. Kenny school in 'northeastern Nigeria
hues, of Murray. "This in- has been found with a baby and
crease will be another tool in was reunited with her mother, a
our arsenal to bring industry doctor said Wednesday — the
and manufacturing to our area first of the Chibok girls to be
as it increases the on-time de- recovered since the mass abduclivery of goods. It will also tion.
The 19-year-old woman,
lure more students to Murray
by an uncle as traudescribed
State as the region becomes
her experience, was
by
matized
more easily accessible. I rewandering with her baby
found
spect and appreciate Goveron Tuesday on the fringes of the
nor Bevin fulfilling his comremote Sarnbisa Forest, which
mitment to this project."
is located near Nigeria's border
The orders are effective with Cameroon.
immediately. KYTC crews
The news gave hope to the
will be out in force this week families of the 218 girls who are
to replace signage along the still missing and may provide
information as to their whereroutes.
Motorists are encouraged abouts. But the young woman
to use caution during the in- told her mother that some of the
stallation period and be aware Chibok girls have died in captivand the others still are being
of signage, road crews and ity
held, according to her family's
other drivers.•
doctor, Idriss Danladi, who
spoke to The Associated Press
after talking with the mother.
Other Chibok girls may have
been rescued by soldiers hunting
down Boko Haram in the SamSAN DIEGO (AP) — The bisa Forest on Tuesday night,
San Diego County Department said Chibok community leader
of Animal Services says a baby Pogu Bitrus. But it turned out
opossum is doing well after be- later those girls were from elseing rescued from a toilet.
where, said Awami Nkeki, secThe soaking wet little crea- retary of the Chibok local govture is seen in photos posted ernment council.
on the department's Facebook
On April 14,2014, Boko Hapage.
ram stormed and firebombed the
The agency says a Pacific Government Girls Secondary
Beach woman found the crit- School at Chibok and seized
ter in her toilet on May 1 and 276 girls preparing for science
Animal Control Officer Carlos exams. Dozens managed to esWallis responded and took it to cape in the first hours, but 219
the San Diego Humane Soci- remained captive.
The young woman is the first
ety's Project Wildlife. It will be
released when it is old enough of those captives to be found
since the kidnapping, which
to survive on its own.
A second opossum was grabbed worldwide attention
found in the home later, along and put a spotlight on the viowith a broken window which lence of Nigeria's homegrown
likely allowed the animals to Islamic extremists.
"God reigns!" one of the
enter.
Animal Services Deputy Di- founders of the Bring Back
rector Dan DeSousa says both Our Girls movement, Oby Ezekwesili, trumpeted on social
opossums are doing OK. III
media."OUR #ChibokGirl ... IS
BACK'/"'" #218ShallBeBack
because #HopeEndures."
There were conflicting accounts about how the young

Watch where you sit: Baby opossum rescued from toilet

County of San Diego Department of Animal Services via AP
This May 1, 2016 photo provided by the County of San Diego
Department of Animal Services shows a baby opossum in a
toilet bowl in a home in San Diego, Calif.

4st

woman vas found.
Danladi said the young woman, who was 17 when abducted,
was found by hunters and taken
with her baby to her home village of Mbalala, near Chibok,
to be reunited with her mother.
Her father died while she was in
captivity, said her uncle, Yakubu Nkeki. All three were then
brought to a military camp and
arrived under military escort
Wednesday night in Maiduguri,
the biggest city in the northeast.
But Nigeria's military said it
had rescued the young woman
and her baby,along with a Boko
Haram suspect who claimed to
be her husband.
"This is to confirm that one
of the abducted Chibok school
girls ... was among the persons
rescued by our troops," said the
army spokesman, Col. Sani Kukasheka Usman.
Late Tuesday, an official at
State House in Maiduguri said
the liberated woman told him
that she was rescued and led
from the forest by her Boko
Haram "husband" because the
camp ran out of food and they
feared their baby would starve to
death.The military said the man,
Mohammed Hayatu, appears to
be a Boko Haram commander
and is being held for interrogation. The official spoke on condition of anonymity for fear of
upsetting the military.
Danladi, who is from Chibok
and has treated several of the
parents,said the young woman's
mother attempted suicide some
months after her only child was
seized.
The mother "suffered a huge
traumatic disorder. ... I had to
convince her that she just has to
stay alive if she really wants her
daughter returned home safe and
sound," he said.
The Rev. Enoch Mark,whose
two daughters are among the
missing, said the news brought
renewed hope to the parents of
the Chibok girls.
"I believe that, by the grace
of God, our daughters, some of
them, will be found if they are
still alive," he said.
At least 16 of the girls' parents have died since the kidnapping, Bitrus said, and others
have ailments they blame on
their ongoing trauma after the
abductions.
"I suffered a stroke on Friday,
that's why you don't recognize

The inability of Nigeria's
government and military to rescue the girls led, in part, to last
year's electoral defeat of President Goodluck Jonathan, who
was seen as uncaring.
The U.S., France and Britain
offered help to find the girls,
sending in drones, hostage negotiators, intelligence officers
and others.
A social media campaign
using the hashtag #BringBackOurGirls reached to the White
House, where first lady Michelle
Obama promised her husband
would do all in his power to
help. "Our prayers are with the
missing Nigerian girls and their
families. It's time to #BringBackOurGirls," she tweeted in
May 2014.
R. Evon Idahosa, executive
director of PathFinders Justice
Initiative, which works on behalf of victims of child abuse,
sex trafficking and rape, said
the West has not done enough to
help the Chibok girls.
Idahosa noted the response
after the 2015 Charlie Hebdo attack in Paris, when government
leaders marched "in solidarity,
arm-in-arm over the death of 17
people. Not to say that that is
any less important than the lives
of these girls, but the reality is
that one Western life definitely
has a different value from the
value of a girl in Nigeria."
Returning to ordinary life
could be difficult for the victims,
according to experts.
"Children in this situation
typically require medical assistance and psycho-social support
to help them cope with what
they have been through while
they were in captivity," said
UNICEF spokeswoman Helene
Sandbu Ryeng.
"Our experience with children and women who were
kidnapped by Boko Haram and
freed by the military or escaped
shows that they often face mistrust, stigma and rejection when
they return to their communities," she said.
It's not known how many
thousands of girls, boys and
young women have been kidnapped by Boko Haram in a
nearly 7-year-old insurgency
that has killed some 20,000 people, forced more than 2 million
from their homes and spread
across Nigeria's borders. III

Do you know about the
Kentucky Women's Cancer Screening Program or
(KWCSP)?
QUESTION:
What if I do not have insurance and can't afford to get valuable women's health
screenings such as mammograms and pap tests?

ANSWER:
The Kentucky Women's Cancer Screening Program(KWCSP)provides low-cost
mammograms and pap tests through the health department for women who are eligible.
A woman may be eligible for KWCSP who is:
(1) behteen the aws0121 and 64,
(2) has a household income less than 250% ci the federal poverty guideline, and
(3) has no health insurance or other third party payer, including Medicaid or Medicare.
Mammograms or breast ultrasounds are available for %Konen under 40 as indicated by family or medical history to be determined by the local health
department providers. Eligiblity for the KWCSP does not guarantee eligibility for Medicaid services through the Breast and Cervical Cancer
Treatment Program (BCCTP).
If you have any questions about the KWCSP, please call us at the health department or refer to
http://chfs.ky.govldphInfo/dwhicancerscreening.htm for more information.

CALLOWAY COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
(270)7534381 wvAvallowayheattkorg
Funds,(9r this project were provided by the National Breast and Cervical Cancer Early Detection Program.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
'Marvelous
Wonderettes
returning to Playhouse Friday

Read Across
America Book
Selection
Review

Staff Report
"The Marvelous Wonderettes," featuring music from
the 1950s and 1960s, will be
coming back to the Playhouse
in the Park as part of a fundraising event.
The event will help fund
a trip to New York City this
summer through the American

By Sandy Linn

Association of Community
Theatre's annual conference
for Box of Frogs, a Playhouse
in the Park theater group made
up of eighth grader students
and older, Lisa Cope,executive
director of the Playhouse in the
Park,said..
"It's a one weekend engagement,just to fundraise," Cope

said."The original cast is coming back to do this May 20-22."
The play will run May 20 and
21 at 7 pin. and May 22 at 2:30
p.m.
For more information or tickets, visit www.playhouseinthepark.net or call 270-759-1752.

Photo provided

By Jain WEEK
As summer approaches we turn our focus
to great summer read recommendations and
new arrivals to the CCPL collection. While
there are any number of authors and titles
that would be great choices to begin a summer of terrific reading,this week we'll start
with John Grisham,an author who has been
dubbed "America's Favorite Storyteller."
Grisham's well plotted legal thrillers that
include "A Time to Kill,""The Firm,""The
Client" and "Sycamore Row" have garnered
him thousands of devoted readers, who
anxiously await each new release. Many
readers may not be aware that he has also
written a young adult series featuring teenaged aspiring lawyer,Theodore Boone.
Readers first meet Theodore in book one
of the series entitled "Theodore Boone: Kid
Lawyer." Theo,is the only child of two successful lawyers. He loves the law and plans
on either becoming a famous trial lawyer,
"one who handles the biggest cases and never
loses before juries or a great judge, noted for
his wisdom and fairness. Theo not only knows
a lot about the law, but he also knows every
policeman,judge and court clerk in the small
town of Strattenburg."
Theo has been following the case of Peter
Duffy, who is accused of murdering his wife
Myra. While he firmly believes in "innocent
until proven guilty," he has a gut feeling that
Duffy is in fact a murderer. And with the prosecution's case built primarily on circumstantial
evidence, he is certain that Duffy will go free.
When a classmate's older cousin confides to
Theo that he may have witnessed something
that could help prove Duffy's guilt and then
later hands him evidence,Theo finds himself,
in the middle of the murder trial."The stakes
are high, but Theo won't rest until justice is
served."
Each book in the series is a fabulous contin-

JOH
GRISHAK
uation of the story that begins with book one.
Filled with Grisham's well developed characters and clever plotting, the Theodore Boone
'series is certain to have readers turning pages
and guessing until the very end. It is highly
recommended for both adult and young adult
readers,especially those who enjoy suspense
and mystery novels.
Books in the Theodore Boone series include:
"Theodore Boone: Kid Lawyer:""Theodore
Boone: The Abduction:-"Theodore Boone:
The Accused:""Theodore Boone: The Activist:""Theodore Boone: The Fugitive- and
"Theodore Boone: The Scandal."
Readers can find John Grishams Theodore
Boone series in a variety of formats including print,eBook and eAudio at the Calloway
County Public Library, located at 710 Main
St., Murray and online at www.callowaycountylibrary.org.

Independence Bank and WKMS
listeners team up to donate to Gentry House
Special to the Ledger
Heidi Shultz, president of
Independence Bank was joined
by co-workers Cristina Ojeda-Garrison and Tamara Phillips, as they presented a $1,776
check to The Gentry House in
Murray as part of a philanthropy partnership with WKMS
listeners this spring.
Independence Bank helped
WKMS,Murray State's NPR
station, take fundraising to a
revolutionary level. On April
13 they offered to donate
$17.76 for every donor who
made their gift to the WKMS
pledge drive that day.
Sixty donors raised over
$8,700 for their public radio service that Wednesday
— inspiring Independence
Bank to go above and beyond
their pledge to donate a full
$1,776 to Gentry House for
their services as an emergency
transitional homeless shelter
for children and families in Calloway County.

The "Ugly Duckling. Once Upon
A Time Ballet" will be performed
by Quincy's Academy. of Performing Arts students,from left. Lauryn
Odom. Melina Sierra. Austrailya
Wjlson.Tobj O'Neal. Lily Frazier
and Bekah Waller.

Group ushers in summer through dance
Special to the Ledger
In August 2014. Quincy's
Academy of Performing Arts
opened in Murray, Kentucky,
offering experience and
instruction in classical ballet,
pointe. tap, barre, hip hop,jazz
and many other programs to a
variety of students ranging from
all ages. vvhether inexperienced
or advanced,from personal oneon-one classes, to larger groups.

On May 21 at the MSU
Curris Center Theater, starting
at 5:30 p.m.,the Second Annual
Spring Dance Recital of Quincy's Academy of Performing
Arts will Welcome all from the
western Kentucky area to join
in and experience an adaptation
of"Once Upon a Time," a collection of stories near and dear
to many.
Tickets are $5.

Special to the Ledger
In the latest installment of the WKMS documentary series focusing on regional history and
culture,"VEEP: The Life and Times of Alben
Barkley.- producer Todd Hatton goes beyond
Kentuckian Alben Barkley's biography to offer
listeners a look at the "Veep's" profound accomplishments and life behind the scenes.
Veep premieres May 20 at noon and re-airs
May 22 at 9 a.m.
People who live in this region are familiar with
Barkley Dam. Lake Barkley and Barkley Regional Airport. But being such a part of the scenery
has,in a way. uncoupled Barkley's name from
his legacy. We know the "who" while losing the
Barkley was a lawyer and politician from Kentucky who served in both houses of Congress and
as the 35th Vice President of the United States

Having been a dancer herself
from the age of 2 to opening her
first studio in 2009 in Riverview,Florida, Quincy Curtis
brings to the table a variable
and diverse skill set,derived
only from nearly 20 years of
hard earned training and experi- •..
ence. For more information visit:i
Quincy's Academy of Perform- /••:.•4
ing Arts on Facebook.•
.r

under President Harry S.Truman.
Barkley was spokesman and architect for the
New Deal,redefined the U.S. Vice Presidency
and helped birth modem America,ever-mindful
of who he was and where he came from. He
made his mark on this nation by believing in its
citizens and the government they built despite
the politics. In the one-hour documentary you'll
hear about the politics and you'll also hear Todd
Hatton's research reflecting remembrances of
Barkley's personality and penchant for storytelling.
After the broadcast of the documentary the
station will offer "Veep" on demand at wluns.org-.-;
Hatton also presents a talk on "The Veep" May.
26 at the McCracken County Public Library's
Evenings Upstairs event at 7 p.m.
For more information call 1-800-599-4737. 111

WE NOW HAVE

Photo provided

Heidi Shultz, president of Independence Bank was joined by co-workers
Cristina Ojeda-Garrison and Tamara Phillips. as they presented a $1,776
check to The Gentry House in Murray. Pictured in the front row istGentry
House chair Robert Lyons,IB employee Ojeda-Garrison and Phillips. In the
background center is Sherece Cole,director of Gentry House and Shultz.1B
president to her right. Abs pictured are the Gentry House board of directors.
The Gentry House is particularly important to children
whose families would otherwise be homeless, because it
gives them stability and support
during a difficult time in their
young lives.
This philanthropy partnership
allows WKMS to continue
broadcasting enriching pro-

grams as part of the educational
mission of Murray State University, while also helping The
Gentry House gain more community awareness and funding
for its critical mission.ln 2015,
Independence Bank gave back
over $1 million to the communities they serve. III

At MassMutual Financial Group, we know that having a relationship that you
can

count on matters. That's why we have formed a new alliance with The

Murray Bank. This relationship will allow you,The Murray Bank valued clients,
to access the products and services offered by MassMutual — a solid, stable

Paducah's Carson Center announces its Broadway season
Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH,Kentucky — The Carson Center
has announced its new 2016-2017 Broadway
Season.
There will be one performance for all shows.
Broadway Series Subscription Renewal Forms
have been mailed to current subscribers. Subscriptions can also be purchased online since May
9th.
Subscriptions start at $125.70 and will include
three productions: "Rodgers + Hammerstein's
Cinderella" on Dec. 1;"Pippin" on Jan. 19,2017;

United Ail
Way 77

and "42nd Street" on Feb. 19,2017.
There will be three optional add-on performances:"Cirque Dreams Hoildaze" on Nov. 27.
2016,"Rent" on March 12,2017,and "Riverdance" on March 23,2017. Subscribers may add
1,2,or 3 of these optional selections.
Subscribers should note that "Rent," while a
very popular show over its 20-year history,contains very mature language and subject matter.
For more information, visit the Carson Center
Box Office or call (270)450-44.44. CSI and Baptist Health Paducah are the season sponsors.•

Please support the
United Way of
Murray-Calloway County

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
270.753.9999 www.sbgproperty.com

company who has been delivering financial solutions for over 160 years.
To learn more about the new services available through our relationship
with The Murray Bank, contact us today.

MassMutual
11FINANCIAL GROUP%

Well help you get there!

Byron Poacher
Financial Advisor
700 North 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
270-761-M2
bpeacherafinancialguide corn
www tinancialguida convbyron-pea cher

NOT A BANK OR CREDIT UNION DEPOSIT OR OBLIGATION •NOT FDIC OR NCUA-INSURED
NOT INSURED BY ANY FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AGENCY
NOT GUARANTEEDBY ANY BANK OR CREDIT UNION
LIFE INSURANCE + RETIREMENT/401(K)PLAN SERVICES+ DISABIUAINCOME INSURANCE
LONG TERM CARE INSURANCE + ANNUITIES
MassMutual Financial Group refers to Massachusetts Mutual life Insurance Co. (MassMutual), its affiliated
companies and soles representatives. Insurance products issued by MassMutual (Springfield, MA 0 1 1 1 1)and
its subsidiaries, C.M. Life Insurance Co.and MML Bay State Life Insurance Co.(Enfield, CT 06082). The Murray
Bonk is not affiliated with MassMutual. Byron Peochet Is a registered representative of and offers securities
and investment advisory services through MML Investors Servkes, LLC. Member SIPC. Supervisory office: 900
E. 96th Street, Suite 300, Indianapolis, IN 46240, 317-469-9999. CRN 201702-190227
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MLB: ST LOUIS 2, COLORADO 0

Wainwright's arm,Holliday's bat pace Cardinals
The Associated Press
ST. LOUIS — Adam Wainwright
threw six-hit ball into the seventh inning in his best start of the season and
Mau Holliday had a two-run double for
the Si. Louis Cardinals, who ended the
Colorado Rockies' five-game winning
streak with a 2-0 victory Wednesday
night.
Stephen Piscotty had three hits and
scored a run for the Cardinals, who had
lost three of four.
Chris Rusin (1-2) allowed two runs
in six innings for the Rockies, who averaged five runs a game during the winning streak, which was their longest
since a six-game run Sept. 16-21,2014.
Holliday is batting .385 with 11 homers and 37 RBIs in 40 games against
the Rockies, for whom he played from

2004-08. He had been in an 0-for-15
slump before the hit.
Wainwright (4-3) worked a season-high 6 2-3 innings, one-third of an
inning longer than his previous best, and
lowered his ERA 88 points to a still-unsightly 5.92. He's 8-1 with a 1.31 ERA
for his career against Colorado.
Kevin Siegrist struck out Charlie
Blackmon looking with two on to end
the seventh and Trevor Rosenthal earned
his eighth save in nine chances.
Rusin was much improved from last
two outings, in which he allowed 10
runs in 11 innings.

St. Louis
starting pitcher
Adam Wainwright, right,
and catcher
Yadier Molina
talk during
the third
inning of a
game against
Colorado on
Wednesday
in St. LQUiS.
Wainwright
and two relievers combined
to pitch a sixhit shutout at
Busch Stadium.
AP Photo

Keep It Close
The Rockies stayed in it with several
nice defensive plays. Third baseman No). See CARDINALS, Page 9A

Racersfacing cru
BASELg cial series
Trip to
OVC
Tourney
at stake
vs. Eagles
By EFT ARENZ
Sports Editor
It's a make-or-break weekend
for the Murray $tate bnceball
team.
The Racers(25-28 overall, 1314 Ohio Valley Conference) host
Morehead State (30-23,16-11)in
a three-game league series beginning Thursday at Johnny Reagan
Field with a chance to qualify for
the OVC Tournament on the line.
MSU currently sits tied with
Eastern Kentucky (24-28,13-14)
for seventh in the league standings, one game behind sixthplace Tennessee Tech (28-22,
14-13). The top six teams in the
OVC make the postseason tournament next week in Jackson,
DAVE WINDER / MSU Sports Information
Term.
The Murray State baseball team stands along the first-base line during the playing of The Star Spangled
Banner before a
The Racers own the tiebreaker non-conference game against Kentucky on Tuesday at Brooks Stadium in Paducah.
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NBA WESTERN CONFERENCE FINALS, GAME 2: GOLDEN STATE 118, OKLAHOMA CITY 91

Curry dazzles again,Warriors even series with OKC
Golden State
forward Andre
Iguodala (9)
and guard
Stephen Curry
(30) celebrate
after scoring against
Oklahoma City
during the first
half of Game
2 of the NBA
Western Conference finals
Wednesday in
Oakland, Calif.
Curry led the
Warriors with
28 points,
while Iguodala
added 14.
AP Photo

The Associated Press
OAKLAND,Calif. — Stephen Curry
scored 15 straight points in less than 2
minutes during one dazzling third-quarter stretch, and the Golden State Warriors beat the Oklahoma City Thunder
118-91 on Wednesday night to even the
Western Conference final at one game
apiece.
The MVP scored 28 points, making
5 of 8 3-pointers and shooting 9 for 15
overall, while Klay Thompson added 15
points in a balanced performance by the
defending champions to bounce back
from just their third defeat all season at
Oracle Arena in the series opener two
nights earlier.
Kevin Durant scored 29 points but
just six after halftime. Russell Westbrook had 16 points and 12 assists for
the Thunder, who were outrebounded

for the first time in five meetings with
the Warriors this season.
Game 3 is Sunday night in Oklahoma
City.
Durant provided a big assist during
Curry's flurry. He fouled the superstar
point guard on a 3-point attempt with
6:33 to go in the third, then swatted his
hand in disgust at the call and received
a technical — a costly four-point play.
While Durant hit a fadeaway jumper moments later, Curry answered by
knocking down consecutive long shots,
one a 3,to make it 76-59 with 5:47 to go
in the third.
NBA Finals MVP Andre Iguodala brought some timely pizazz off the
bench. He missed his first five field-goal
tries before a beautiful double-clutch,
no-look layup in the final minute of
am. See WARRIORS,Page 9A

STANLEY CUP
PLAYOFFS

Crosby,
Kessel help
Pens beat
Lightning
in Game 3
The Associated Press
TAMPA,Fla. — Sidney Crosby and Co. kept pressing and
shooting until the Pittsburgh Penguins finally imposed their will.
Crosby,Phil Kessel and Chris
Kunitz scored third-period goals,
helping the Penguins beat the
Tampa Bay Lightning 4-2 in
Game 3 of the Eastern Conference finals Wednesday night.
Carl Hagelin snapped a scoreless tie late in the second period
and Matt Murray had 26 saves
for the Penguins, who took a 2-1
lead in the best-of-seven series
and proving that they're far from
a one-man show.
"You don't win consistently
without depth," Crosby said after
scoring the winning goal for the
second time in three nights.
Game 4 is Friday night at
Amalie Arena.
Crosby's power-play goal off
a pass from Evgeni Malkin restored a two-goal lead midway
through the final period. Kunitz
also beat goalie Andrei Vasilevskiy from the right circle to make
it 4-1.
"It was a 4-on-3 so we had
a one-timer on either side and
(Malkin) was in a good spot to
shoot it at the top of the ice,"
Crosby said. "He's just smart
with the puck and he's going to
make the right decision. I don't
think I called for it but maybe I
did."
Tyler Johnson and Ondrej
Palat scored for the Lightning.
They have lost two straight after winning the series opener in
Pittsburgh. The defending Eastern Conference champions were
outshot 48-28, including 38-16
over the last two periods.
"Every team is good offensively when they play in their
system," Pittsburgh defenseman
Kris Letang said. "Our system
is to play north-south and get the
puck deep. When we do that we
have a good chance to win."
Vasilevskiy won Game 1 in
relief of the injured Ben Bishop
and the Penguins took Game 2 in
Pittsburgh when Crosby scored
the first overtime playoff goal of
his career less than a minute into
the extra period.
The Lightning were outshot by
a combined 76-41 in the first two
games, but weren't as concerned
with that disparity as much as by
a lack of good scoring chances
— a problem they hoped to rectify by coming out more aggressive to try to put more pressure
on Penguins goalie Matt Murray
on Wednesday night.
And for a while,they did.
Murray, though, had 12 saves
in the opening period, but the
Lightning couldn't keep up the
pace Pittsburgh controlled the
puck for much of the second period, taking 21 shots to Tampa
Bay's six and finally breaking
through against the 21-year-old
goaltender when Kessel chased
down a loose puck before flicking a shot from the right circle.
Vasilevskiy, who had stopped
Kessel on a breakaway earlier
in the period, blocked the shot
directly toward Hagelin, who
tipped it in with 10 seconds remaining before the second intermission.
"It was a great second period," Crosby said. "I thought we
created a ton of chances, and to
get one that late in the period felt
good."
Kessel's team-leading seventh
goal this postseason gave the
Penguins a short-lived two-goal
lead. Johnson countered for Tampa Bay just 14 seconds later, taking a pass from Nikita Kucherov
and barreling in on Murray, who
was unable to stop a shot that
bounced off his upper body before continuing into the net.
Vasilevskiy, making his third
career playoff start,finished with
44 saves. He's stopped 115 of
123 shots since taking over for
• Bishop during Game 1.
"Vasilevskiy has been excellent. He has really kept us in (the
last two) games," Lightning defenseman Anton Strahnan said.
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AREA SCHEDULE
Today's Ganes
COLLEGE BASEBALL
p.m.
Morehead State al Murray State
PREP BASEBALL
5 p.m.
Paducah Si. Mary at Calloway County
Paducah Tilghman at Murray Nigh, cancelled
PREP SOFTBALL
a p.m.
Ballard Memonal at Galloway County
McCracken County at Murray High
PREP TENNIS
lam.
Individual
Boys and Girls Slate ChamKISSAA
pionships, at Lexington
PREP TRACK AM)RELD
5 p.m.
Caldwell County, Calloway County, Fort Campbell Hopkins County Central, Trigg County, Union
criunty, Webster County at KHSAA Class 2A, Region 1 Championships, at Paducah (hosted by
Paducah Tilghman)
Friday's Games
COLLEGE BASEBALL
8 p.m.
Morehead State at Murray State
PREP BASEBALL
7 p.m.
Calloway County at McCracken County
PREP 100445
7 am.
KtISAA Individual Boys and Girls Singles and
Doubles State Championships, at Lexington

SPORTS ON TV
Today's Games
AUTO RACING
3:30 p.m.
FS1 -14ASCAR, Camping World Truck Series,
North Carolina Education Lottery 200,final practice, at Concord, N.C.
COLLEGE SOFTBALL
4:30 p.m.
ESPN2- 14C&A Division I regionals, Game 1,
Louisville vs. Nebraska, at Columbia. Mo.
7 p.m.
ESPN2- NCAA Dhasion I regionals, Game 1,
BYO vs. Missouri, at Columbia, Mo.
CYCUNG
4 p.m.
NBCSN - Arngen Tour of California, Stage 5,
Lodi to South Lake Tahoe, Calif.
GOLF
6:30 a.m.
GOLF - European PGA Tour, Dubai Duty Free
Irish Open,first round, at Kildare, Ireland
12 p.m.
GOLF - Champions Tour, Regions Tradition,
first round, at Birmingham, Ala.
3 p.m.
GOLF-PGA Tour, AT&T Byron liaison Championship,first round, at Irving, Texas
6 p.m.
GOLF - Web.corn Tour, BMW Charity Pro-Am,
first round, at Greer, S.C.(same-day tape)
8 p.m.
GOLF - LPGA Tour, Kingsmill Championship,
first round, at Williamsburg. Va.(same-day tape)
HOCKEY
8 am.
NBCSN - 1111F World Championships, quarterfinals, United States vs. Czech Republic, at
Moscow
12 p.m.
NBCSN - IIHF World Championships, quarterfinals, Canada vs. Sweden, at St Petersburg,
Russia
MLB
12:30 p.m.
MLB-Chicago Cubs at Milwaukee or Seattle
at Baltimore (11:30 a.m.)
6 p.m.
FSMW-Colondatiat St Louis
M113-Washington at N.Y Meta or Atlanta at

NBA
7:30 p.m.
ESPN - Playoffs, Eastern Conference, Mids,
Game 2, Toronto at Cleveland
8 p.m
NBCSN -Stanley Cup playoffs, Western Conference, finale, Game 3, St Loses at San Jose
SOCCER
1:30 p.m
FS1 - Bundestiga, first leg, FC Nuremberg at
Eintracht Frankttrt
Friday's Games
AUTO RACING
2 pan.
FS1 - NASCAR, Sprint Cup Series, All-Star
Race, final practice, at Concord, KC
430 p.m
FS1 - NASCAFt, Camping World Truck Seines,
North Carolina Education Lottery 200, qualifying,
at Concord, N.C.
6 p.m.
FS1 - NASCAR, Sprint Cup Sens& Sprint
Showdown, at Concord, NC.
730 ant
FS1 - PLASCAR, Camping World Truck Series,
North Carolina Education Lottery 200, at Canard, N.C.
COLLE-GE SOFTBALL
3:30 p.m.
ESPN2- NCAA Regionals, teams IRA
6 p.m.
ESP14-NCAA Regionals, teams TBA
ESP142-PaCAA Regionals, teams IRA
8 p.m.
ESPN-NCAA Regionals, teams IRA
19:30 p.m.
ESPN2-NCAA Regionals, teams IRA
CYCUNG
4 p.m.
NBCSN - Amgen Tour of California, Stage 6,
at Folsom, Calif.
GOLF
3:30 am.
GOLF - European PGA Tour, Dubai Duty Free
Irish Open,second round, at Steffan, Co. /Olden),
Ireland
9:30 a.m.
GOLF - European PGA Tour, Dubai Duty Free
Irish Open,second round, at Shahan, Co, Kildare,
Ireland (same-day tape)
12 p.m.
GOLF - Champions Tour, Regions Tradition,
second round, at Birmingham. Ala.
3 p.m
GOLF-PGA Tour, AT&T Byron Nelson Championship,second round, at Irving, Texas
6 p.m
GOLF-Web.com Tour, BMW Charity Pro-Mn,
second round, at Greer, S.C.(same-day tape)
8 p.m
GOLF - LPGA Tour, lOngsmill Championship,
second round, at Williamsburg, Va. (sarne-day
'Mee/
HORSE RACING
2 p.m.
NBCSN - Black-Eyed Susan Stakes, at Baltimore (post bme 4:50 p.m.)
MLB
6 p.m.
MLB - Cleveland at Boston OR Tampa Bay at
Detroit
7 p.m.
FSMW-Arizona at St. Louis
NHL
7 p.m.
NBCSN - Stanley Cup playoffs, Eastern Conference, finals, Game 4, Pittsburgh at Tampa Bay

PRO BASEBALL
Baltimore
Boston

MLB
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
24
14
25
16

Pct
632
610

GB

19
19
500
5
19
23
.452
7
17
22
.436 7/
1
2
Central MOW=
W
L
Pct GB
(arcago
24
16
.600
Cleveland
20
17
.541 2/
1
2
Kansas City
20
20
.500
4
Detron
19
21
.475
5
Minnesota
10
29
.258 13/
1
2
West Divbrien
W
I
Pct
GB
Seattle
22
17
.564 Texas
22
19 .537
1
19
Oaidend
22
.463
4
Los Angelis
18
22
.450 4/
1
2
Horn
17
24
.415
6
Wednesilay's Nouns
Detroit 6, Minnesota 3
Kansas City 3, Boston 2
Oaidand 8,Teas 1
Baltimore 5, Seattle 2
Tamps Bay 6,Toronto 3
Caeveland 8,Cincinnati 7, 12 innings
Holston 5, Chicago Mete Sox 3
Boston 5, Kansas Clty 2
N.Y. Yankees 4, Arizona 2
L.A. Angels 8, LA. Dodgers 1
Today's Game
Seattle (Kama 3-1) at Baltimore (Wilson 2-1),
11:35 am.
Cleveland (Tomlin 5-0) at Cincinnati Adleman
1-1)9:10 p.m.
Houston (McHugh 4-3) at Chicago Slate Sox
(Sale 8-01, 710 p.m.
Toronto (Estrada 1-2) at Minnesota (Santana
1-2), 7:10 p.m.
LA. Dodgers (Stripling 1-2) at LA Angels
(Char* 1-2),905 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees (Nova 2-1) at Oakland (Gravernan
1-5), 905 p.m.
Finders Games
Tampa Bay at Detroit.608 p.m.
Cleveland at Boston,6:10 p.m.
Seattle at Cincinnati,6:10 p.m.
Kansas City at Chicago White Sox. 7:10 p.m.
Texas at Houston, 7:10 p.m.
Toronto at Minnesota, 7:10 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees at Oakland,8:35 p.m.
Baltimore at LA Angela, 9:05 p.m.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
I.
Pct
GB
Washington
24
16
600
Philadelplva
24
17 .585
/
1
2
New York
22
17 .564 11
/
2
Miami
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3
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7
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11
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25 .375 13/
1
2
West Division
W
L
Pct GB
San Francisco
24
18
.571
Colorado
20
19 .513 2/
1
2
Los Angeles
21
20 .512 2/
1
2
Arizona
19
24 .442 5/
1
2
San Diego
17
24 .414 6/
1
2
Wednesday's Results
Philadelphia 4, Miami 2
Atlanta 3, Pittsburgh 1
Cleveland 8, Cincinnati 7, 12 innings
Washington 7, N.Y. Meta 1
Chicago Cubs at Milwaukee, 8:10 p.m.
St. Louis 2, Colorado 0
San Francisco 2, San Diego 1
N.Y. Yankees 4, Arizona 2
LA Angels 8, LA Dodgers 1
Today's Games
Chicago Cubs (Hammel 5-0) at Milwaukee
(Guerra 2-0), 12:40 p.m.
Atlanta (Fortynewicz 1-1) at Pittsburgh (Locke
1-3), 6:05 p.m.
Cleveland (Tomlin 5-0) at Cincinnati (Adleman
1-1), 6:10 p.m.
Washington (Strasburg 6-0) at N.Y. Mets (Harvey 3-5), 6:10 p.m.
Colorado (Gray 1-1) at St. Louis (Wacha 2-4),
6:15 p.m.
San Francisco (Samardziia 5-2) at San Diego
(Shields 2-5), 8:10 p.m.
LA Dodgers (Stripling 1-2) at LA. Angels
(Chacin 1-2), 9:05 p.m.
Friday's Games
Atlanta at Philadelphia, 7:05 p.m.
Colorado at Prttaburgh,7:05 p.m.
Milwaukee at N.Y. Mets, 7:10 p.m.
Seattle at Cincinnati, 7:10 p.m.
Washington at Miami, 7:10 p.m.
Arizona at St. Louis, 8:15 p.m.
Chicago Cubs at San Francisco, 10:15 p.m.
LA Dodgers at Sari Diego, 10:40 p.m.,

/
1
2

PRO BASKETBALL
NBA PLAYOFFS
CONFERENCE FINALS
(Best-of-7; a-11 neosesary)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Cleveland 1, Toronto 0
May 17 Cleveland 115, Toronto 84
Today Toronto at Cleveland, 6:30 p.m.
Saturday Cleveland at Toronto,6:30 p.m.
Monday Cleveland al Toronto, 6:30 p.m.
a-Wednesday Toronto at Cleveland,6:30 p.m.
x-May 27 Cleveland at Toronto, 6:30 p.m.
x -May 29: Toronto at Cleveland,6:30 p.m.
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Oklahoma Ctty 1, Golden State 1
May 16 Oklahoma City 108. Golden State 102
May 18 Golden State 118, Oklahoma City 91
Sunday. Golden State at Oklahoma City, 7 p.m.
Tuesday Golden State at Oklahoma City,8 p.m.
x-May 26 Oklahoma City at Golden State,8 p.m.
x-May 28 Golden State at Oklahoma City. 8 p.m.
x -May 30- Oklahoma City at Golden State,8 p.m.
WNBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
W
L
Pet GB
New Yen
2
0 1.000 Atlanta
1
0 1.000 Chicago
1
1
.500
vs
Indiana
1
1
.500
/
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2
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1
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1
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Washi ngton
0
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/
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WESTERN CONFERENCE
W
L
Pct
GB
Minnesota
2
0 1 000
Dallas
2
1
667
Los Angeles
1
0 1 000
San Antonio
0
1
000
Seattle
0
1
000
Phoenix
0
2
000
Wednesday's Results
Minnesota 97, Chicago 80
Dallas 87. Washington 77
Indiana 97, Phoenix 93
Today's Game
Connecticut at San Antonio, 11 a. m
Friday's Games
Los Angeles at Washington,6 p.m
Atlanta at Indiana,6 p.m.
Seattle at Phoenix.9 p.m

NBA PLAYOFFS LEADERS
Through Tuesday
SCORING
G FG FT
7 56 61
George, IND
Durant, OKC
12 114 79
11 103 41
Thompson, GOL
5 41 38
Harden, HOU
Lillard, POR
11 89 71
Westbrook, OKC
12 104 77
Curry, GOL
5 45 13
Irving, CLE
9 82 29
6 47 38
Thomas, BOS
Paul, LAC
4 37 15
James. CLE
9 87 26
Walker, CHA
7 56 33
Leonard, SAN
10 83 42
10 88 41
Aldridge, SAN
Wade, MA
14 119 50
McCollum,POR
11 84 37
Nowitzki, DAL
5 41 16
D
Lov
e
!
Ro
e cu
an,TOR
15 112 70
9 52 31
Green, GOL
11 66 48
FG PERCENTAGE
FG
Johnson, BOS
22
Adams, OKC
49
Jordan, LAC
24
Kanter, OKC
51
Hill, IND
32
61
ValanciunaSMN

PIS
191
327
297
133
291
306
125
222
145
95
212
159
225
219
300
225
102
298
165
200

AVG
27.3
27.3
27.0
26.6
26.5
25.7
25.0
24.7
24.2
23.8
23.6
22.7
22.5
21.9
21.4
20.5
20.4
19.9
18.3
18.2

FGA
33
74
38
89
57
111

KT
667
.662
632
.573
561
.550

PTS
96
70
121
130
104
109
121
199
38
94

AVG
16.3
14.0
12.1
11.8
11.6
10.9
10.1
9.9
95
9.4

12
4
5
4
9
11
15
5
10
10

AST AVG
131 10.9
37 9.3
38 7.6
29 7.3
62 6.9
74 6.7
99 6.6
33 6.6
62 6.3
60 62

HORSE RACING
PREAKNESS STAKES
Odds
The field for the 141st Preakness Stakes, with
post position, horse's name. Jockey's name and
ends.
PP
Jockey
Odds
1. Cherry Wine
Corey Lanene
20-1
2. Uncle Lino
Fernando Perez
20-1
3. Nyquist
Mario Gutierrez
3-5
4. Awesome Speed Jevian Toledo
30-1
5. Exaggerator
Kent Desormeaux
3-1
6. Lani
Yukata Taiu3
30-1
7. Collected
Javier Castellano
10-1
8. Luken
Florent Geroux
30-1
9. Abiding Star
J.D. Acosta
30-1
10. Fellowship
Jose Lezcano
30-1
11. Stradivari
John Velazquez
8-1
Trainers(by post position): 1, Dale Romans 2,
Gary Sherlock. 3, Doug O'Neill. 4, Alan Goldberg.
5, Keith Desormeaux. 6, Miluo Matsunaga. 7,
Bob Baffert. 8, Eric Guillot. 9. Ned Allan. 10, Mark
Gassy. 11, Todd Pletcher.
Owners (by post position). 1, Wiliam Pacella and Frank L. Jones Jr. 2, Torn Mansor, Purple
Shamrock Racing and Gary Sherlock. 3, Reddarn
Racing. 4, Colts Neck Stables. 5, Big Chief Racing
LIC. 6, Ms. Yoko Maeda. 7, Speedway Stable. 8,
McCormick Racing and Southern Equine Stable.
9, Stonehedge LLC. 10, Jacks or Better Farm. 11,
John Gunther, Michael Tabor, Derek Smith and
Susan Magnier.
Weights: 126 each. Distance: 1 3-16 miles,
Purse: $1,500,000 First place: $900,000. Second place: S300,000. Third place: $165,000.
Fourth place: $90,000 Fifth: $45,000. Post time:
5:18 p.m., Saturday.

PRO SOCCER
MLS
EASTERN CONFERENCE
W L T Pts GF GA
New York City FC
4 3 5 17 18 17
4 3 4 16 18 16
Montreal
4 3 3 15 14 11
Philadelphia
Toronto FC
4 4 3 15 14 12
D.C. United
3 4 4 13 13 13
New England
2 3 7 13 15 20
New York
4 7 1 13 14 20
Orlando City
2 3 5 11 17 16
Columbus
2 4 4 10 12 15
Chicago
1 5 4 7 8 13
WESTERN CONFERENCE
W L T Pts GF GA
Colorado
7 2 3 24 15 9
FC Dallas
7 4 2 23 19 19
Vancouver
6 5 220 20 20
Los Angeles
5 1 4 19 24 12
San Jose
5 3 3 18 15 14
Real Salt Lake
5 3 2 17 14 14
Sporting KC
5 6 2 17 13 14
Seattle
4 5 1 13 10 12
Portland
3 6 3 12 17 22
Houston
3 6 2 11 18 19
NOTE: Three points for nctory, one point for tie
Wednesday's Results
New York City FC 1, Toronto FC 1
New York 1, Chicago 0
Friday's Game
Philadelphia at D.C. United,6 p.m.
Saturday's Games
New York at New York City FC, 2 p.m.
Houston at Chicago,4 p.m.
Columbus at Toronto FC,6:30 p.m.
Montreal at Orlando,6:30 p.m.
FC Dallas at New England,6:30 p.m.

Reel Salt Lake 51 Sporting KC, 730 p.m
Colorado at Smells,9 p.m.
Serbers Game
Vancouver I Portiend, 3.30 p.m
San Jose et Los Angeles,6 p.m

TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL
Frani Weassedey
BOSTON RED SOS - Recalled PIMP Noe
Rogers) from Pernucluit (IL as 260 men tor
Wednesdays 0oubletander
CLEVELUID NDIONS - Optioned OF Tyler
Naquin to Columbus (11..). Recalled FM Mike
horn Columbus.
CITY ROYALS - Recalled NV Airic
Mills from Northwest Arkansas ou as 2601 men
Ii Wednesdays doubisheadis. Sent 36 Mee
Moustalias to Margined Arkansas and LAP Mika
Minor to Omaha nil tor relub essignments.
Seiectscl the contract of 6W-OF Whit Mentbsid
from Omaha. Optioned IV Chraban Colon to
Omaha. Designated OF Jose Martinez for asSignellent.
LOS ANGELES ANGEL.S - Placed C Grammy
Soto on the 15-day DL &salted C Jett Bandy
from Salt Lake (PCL).
Itellonal League
CINCINNATI REDS - Optioned 11W-OF Jose
Persia and ft* lsyne Sasso to Louisville
(IL). Recalled RHP Jumbo Diaz hunt Louisrlas
Selected the contract of RHP Kerrius Sampson
horn Louisville. Transferred RHP Homer Bailey to
the 60-day DL
COLORADO ROCKIES - Reinstated NIP Miguel Castro horn the 15-day IX and opboned
him to Albuquerque (PCL).
LOS ANGELES DODGERS - Optioned INF
Charlie Culberson to Oklahoma City (PC1J. Reinstated NIP Mike Borsinger from the 15-day DL
MILWAUKEE BREWERS - Assigned LAP Michael Kirkman outright to Colorado Sponge
IPC1)
NEW YORK METS - Optioned LAP Sean
Gilmartin to Las Vegas (PCL). Recalled INF Matt
Reynolds from Las Vegas.
PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES - Sent NIP Michael
Manot to Lehigh Valley (IL) for a rehab assignment
SAN DIEGO PADRES -Activated 28 Alexi Arnerste from the 15-day DL. Optioned NIP layman
Guerrero to El Paso (PCL). Acquired OF Jaban
Biash from Seattle Manners for a player to be
named Or cash and assigned him outright to El
Paso
BASKETBALL
USA BASKETBALL - Named Mike Jones
men's assistant basketball coach for the 2016
U17 World Championship Team.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
ATLANTA FALCONS - Signed OL Laurence
Gibson.
BUFFALO BILLS-Placed FtB Dn Archer on the
reserve/did not report list.
CINCINNATI BENGALS - Signed S Shawn
Williams to a four-year contract extension and G
Christian Westerman.
CLEVELAND BROWNS - Waived Pit Brad
Craddock. Claimed Pit Jaden Oberkrom off waivers from Jacksonville.
DALLAS COWBOYS - Signed CO Anthony
Brown, S Rayon Frazier and RBs Ezekiel Elliott
and Darius Jackson.
GREEN BAY PACKERS - Signed S Jermame
Whitehead,
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS - Signed DI David
On Aer
;la to a four-year contract.
D RAIDERS-Signed DI Jihad Ward.
MOTORSPORTS
NASCAR -Fine Keith Rodden, the crew chief
for driver Kasey Kahne, $25,000 and docked
Kahne 15 points in the standings, and the Hendrick Motorsports No. Steam lost 15 points in
the owners' standings for a failing post-race
inspection.
COLLEGE
NCAA -Approved a medical hardship waiver
for a sixth year of eligibility for Illinois men's basketball C Mike Thorne Jr.
BUTLER - Agreed to terms with men's basketball coach Chris Holt/harm on a contract extension through the 2021-22 season.
COLORADO STATE-Announced seniors football C Paul Thurston is transtemng to the learn
from Nebraska.
IWNOIS - Named Dee Brown director of
men's basketball player development and alumni relations.
KENTUCKY - Announced freshman men's
basketball Gil Charles Matthews lips been
granted a full release and will transfer,
SOUTH CAROUNA - Announced freshman F
Raymond Doby is leaving the basketball program
and F Kory Holder If transferring from Delaware,
UNW - Named Ben Loonz swimming and
diving coach.

=

Lady Tigers hosting girls hoops camp in late May
Staff Reports

The 2016 Murray High Lady
Tiger Basketball Camp is scheduled to take place May 31-June 2
at Murray High School.
The camp is divided into two
sessions. Each day, the first session for kindergarten-third grade
players will be held from 9 to
11 a.m. The second session for
fourth-10th grade players will be
held from 12 to 2 p.m.
The levels are based on the
grade the player was in during
the 2015-2016 school year.
Each player will receive a
camp T-shirt. Players can also
earn camp awards.

The cost is $40 per player.
Registration will take place
30 minutes before each session
May 31. Payment is due at registration.
Questions can be directed to
Murray High girls basketball
head coach Rechelle Turner at
(270) 753-5202 or (270) 2939066.

COLLEGE BASEBALL
Racer coaches schedule
Summer Youth Camp
Murray

State's

coaching

staff is hosting the Racer Baseball Summer Youth Camp from
May 31-June 2at Johnny Reagan
Field.

booted a double-play grounder
for his 10th error in the first but
the Rockies stranded two when

III Cardinals...
From Page 8A

Reynolds lined out.
len Arenado made a diving stop
to start a double play in the first,
denying Yadiei Molina's bid for
an RBI hit. Blackmon made a
running

catch

in

right-center

on a liner by Molina to end the
third and first baseman Mark
Reynolds foiled a squeeze bunt
attempt by Wainwright in the
fourth,shoveling to the plate for
an easy out.

Avoiding Damage
Shortstop

Aledmys

Diaz

Good Control
Wainwright has walked one
or fewer in seven consecutive
starts. His only free pass Wednesday was to DJ. LeMahieu with
one out in the seventh.

The camp is for kindergarten-eighth grade players and will
take place from 8 a.m.to 12 p.m.
each day.It will cover all aspects
of play,including defense, pitching,catching and hitting.
Players will be taught the
basic fundamentals of defense;
ground balls, fly balls, as well
as basic pitching and catching
mechanics. They will also learn
all aspects of offense including
hitting,bunting and baserunning.
In addition to drills and instruction, the day will consist
of games and fun competitions
that incorporate what the players
have learned.
The cost is $150 per player.

Cardinals: SS Jhonny Persite (left thumb) homered taking batting practice for the first
time since being injured early
in spring training and is expected to begin a rehab assignment
soon.

For

more

information

and

the statistics and individual records from

still

Twaddle helped the Racers

base bal 1 cam ps.com/race rs/

count. Austin Peay's opponents

win a tournament game for the

info/23394.

from the vacated games will not

sixth

see any change to their record.

past weekend by going 4-for-8,

COLLEGE SOFTBALL
MSU's Twaddle selected
to All-OVC Tourney team

for a .500 batting average. She

Austin Peay used ineligible
player, vacates four wins
BRENTWOOD,

'Fenn.

-

The Austin Peay baseball team

the

contests

-lived two-goal

Cypress Springs
Restaurant

ntered for Tam-

::onds later, tak-

likita Kucherov

in Murray, who

op

season

tallied at least one hit iii each
ing a 2-for-2 performance against
Jacksonville State in the opener.

OXFORD, Ala. - Murray

current 2016 season due to use of

State junior Jessica Twaddle was

In the season finale against

an ineligible player under OVC

named to the 2016 OVC Softball

Eastern Illinois,Twaddle blasted

All-Tournament team following

her fourth home run of the sea-

Austin Peay's OVC record

the conclusion of the champion-

son and finished the game with

will change from 21-9 to 17-9,

ship event Saturday at Chocco-

three

while its overall record on the

locco Park.

three-game span with a slugging

Bylaw 11.4.1.

season moves from 31-18 to 2718.
With the vacation of games,

•Warriors...
From Page 8A

RBIs. She finished

Franklin,

percentage of .875 and a walk in
Game 3 pushed her on-base per-

ance on the team,after also earn-

centage to .556.
•

This

marks

the

at halftime. He wound up with

Speights had 13 points off the

14 points for his fourth dou-

bench, and Golden State didn't

ble-digit scoring performance

falter after halftime the way it
did two nights earlier in losing

of the postseason.
the first half and then anoth-

Festus Ezeli scored 12 points

er basket the next time down

for his first game in double dig-

that put the Warriors up 57-49

its

these

playoffs, Marreese

Game 1 108-102. The Warriors
built a 20-point lead late in the
third and kept pushing.II

Easy-To-Handle Design At
Easy-To-Handle Prices

16.

TimeCutter SS

Starting at
2499
• 3-in-1 cutting system
• Automatic braking system
• Exclusive Smart Speed
Control
• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines

"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

Open 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday
Closed Mondays, except Holidays
Located Approx 15 miles South of Murray off HVVY 121

www.cypressspringsresort.com

00720

Ste/ Owned II Operated by the Williams Family

270-436-5496

MURRAY HOME & AUTO, INC.
976 CHESTNUT ST

the

Tenn., native's second appear-

4411600

Serving Breakfast, Lunch 8t Dinner

this

game of the tournament, includ-

Up Next

Rockies: Jon Gray(1-1,4.71)
earned his first career victory his
last time out,striking out eight in
Trainer's Room
seven innings against the Mets.
Rockies: Suspended SS Jose
Cardinals: Michael Wacha
Reyes will head to extended (2-4, 3.23) has lost four consecspring training in Scottsdale,Ar- utive starts for the first time in
izona,on Thursday.He's eligible his career.
to return June 1.

dowiPekted”,

gave the

consecutive

must vacate four wins from the

0^0 Monthly
Interest for 48
Months'1

leading seventh

ing the accolade in 2014.

to register, visit http://college-

n the period felt

a shot that
ipper body beto the net.
eking his third
1,finished with
topped 115 of
airing over for
me I.
as been excelkept us in (the
Lightning deStralman said.

Westbrook OKC
Jackson, DET
Harden, HOU
Paul, LAC
James, CLE
Green, GOL
Lowry, MR
Curry, GOL
POR
Teague, An.

56 102 546
26 46 542
87 lel 624
23 44 523

AREA SPORTS BRIEFS

Chances, and to

ason

talus, OKC
Noorard, HOU
Janus, CIE
Stephenson, MEN
REBOUNDING
G FG
Jordan, LAC
6 30
Howard, HOU
10 44
Valanctunas, TOR
Plover's, POR
11 37
Lows, Cl
9 25
Whitetails, MLA
10 26
Adorns, DKC
11 42
Green, GOt
10 18
Harns, DET
6
4
Mills*, ATI
10 28
ASSISTS

PRO HOCKEY
STAFILEY CRP PtAYOFFS
CONFININCE FINALS
)Best-el-7:
assiessary)
FASTENS ONIFERINCE
Pittsburgh 2, Tampa Bay 1
May 13 Tamps Bay 3, Pittsburgh 1
May 16. Pittsburgh 3, Tampa Bay 2,01
May 18. PIttsburgh 4, Tanga Bay 2
Friday Pittsburgh at Tampa Bay 7 p.m.
a-Sunday Tampa Bay at Pittsburgh, 7 p.m.
a-Tuesday Pittsburgh at Tampa Bay 7 p.m
x-May 26 Tampa Bay at Pittsburgh, 7 p.m
WESTERN CONFERENCE
St Lads 1, San Jose 1
May 15 SL Louis 2, San Jose 1
May 17 San Jon 4, St Louts 0
Today St Louis at San Jose 8p.m.
Saturday St Louis at San Jose,6.15 p.m.
x-Monday San Jose 51St Louis, 7 p.m.
x-Wednesday St Louis at San Jose,8 p.m.
x-May 27. San Jose 51St. Louis,9 om

Mktl'Zt;',II2ta

Tampa Bay
Toronto
New York

MURRAY

270-753-2571

• Offer applies only to r,o. receipt qualifying purchases Offer valid on Toro rime,utters, MANs and lCC Equipment A promo fee will
be cfrilpid and included in the promo purchase balance equal to '99 for purchases of '2,000 or more No monthly interest will be
promo purchase balance (includrig related promo feel and fined monthly payments an required equal to 1)2 0031%, 2)
cha
hiFirc hair amount until promo is paid in fuil The fined monthly payment ewe be rounded to the
2.3.0 OW Or 3) S S.S56% of Initial promo
next hooped ...Ade dollar and may be
r than the nliFirenarn payment that would be required if the purchase was a non-promotional
purctune. Regular account terrns apply o non-promotronal purchases. For new accounts. Purchase APR is 23.109%; Minersurn Monthly
Interest Charge is '2. FAWN r ardholders should Sae thee credt card agreement for their applicable terms. Sublect to credit approval
See dealer or torn corn Morn ca for Canadian residents)for warranty details. Product walabilOy, psiring & special promotions are subSect to draier options.
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ATTITUDE
QUESTIONS
Compelling questions... and maybe a
few actual answers
11111111rIMP Ma- II

a-

BAT
SPEED FREAKS

3THINGS WE LEARNED

A couple questions
we had to ask - ourselves
What happened to Matt Kenseth's slump?
GODSPEAK: Old guys rule. He
snapped that slump when
he finished fourth at Kansas,
which led to the win at Dover.
KEN'S CALL: It was just bad
luck. He should loan his spellbreaker to Martin Truex Jr.

Now THIS is a car to bring to an AN-Star race.

FROM AAA 400

AP FiLE

What would get you excited
about an MI-Star Race?
One of two things: Return to some
semblance of the old IROC series for
the main event, with drivers in equally
prepared cars, which would give a better
idea of which drivers - and not necessarily their teams - are the best of the
best. Manufacturer/sponsor tie-in with
driver contracts would make this difficult, but everything is negotiable. I know,
I know, if this was such a great idea. IROC
would still be around.

Was Dover a sign that Kyle
Larson is back in 2014 form?
GODSPEAK: Larson has
his confidence back, and
mayhem will return to the
Cup Series.
KEN'S CALL: Maybe not.
Remember,that late pileup
eliminated a lot of guys who
usually finish in front of him.

clas

Non

Your other idea?

Do the latest AU-Star tweaks
have you intrigued?
GODSPEAK: Old tires vs. new
tires in the final 13-lap shootout(huh, 13 laps?) will give
the format a much-needed
jolt.
KEN'S CALL: I'm still suggesting a figure 8 race, but no one
answers my calls.

Ark Almirola, lower left, was involved in this bone-rattling, 18-car scrum,then complained about hurting a
pinkie finger. AP/NICK WASS

ONLINE EXTRAS
4
0
4
4
news-journalonline.
com/nascar

Ij

ML

facebook.com/
nascardaytona

$10.00 C
(All 3

$3.35

Why are you laughing at
Martin Truex?

1. Pinkie complaint

2. Bad luck

3. Kiddie corps

Aric Almirola was part
of the late-race melee that
involved of 18 stock cars. He
emerged from the care center
complaining of a broken pinky
finger. It's not something a
Petty or an Earnhardt would
even have mentioned."That
isn't very manly, is it?" he said
in afterthought.

Matt Kenseth must be an
inspiration for Martin Truex
Jr. Kenseth ended his string
of bad luck by winning Dover.
Truex looked like a contender
Sunday, but instead helped
ignite that big accident and
finished ninth. "Just one of
those deals; wrong place,
wrong time," Truex shrugged.

Kyle Larson, 23, and Chase
Elliott, 20, dogged Matt
Kenseth over the last 46 laps
of Sunday's race before the
veteran took the checkered
flag. How young are Larson
and Elliott? At 44, Kenseth is
older than both of their ages
combined.

- Godwin Kelly„e'odwin.leelly@news-jrnl.corn

Onascardaytona

Instead of an All-Star race, it'd be an
All-Out affair, as in every9ne goes all
out, no restrictions, no tech inspections
(except to make sure cars are burning
gasoline and not something from NASA's
tanks). To make the insurance companies
happy, it'd be made-for-TV only, with
empty grandstands,just in case. Millions
to the winner. Smart money would be on
a young guy without a wife and kids.

There's nothing funny about Martin's
run of bad luck, but his immediate reaction to Sunday's late wreck sounded like
it came from a Will Ferrell script: "I want
to get out and punch somebody. Seriously. Hard. Like, as hard as I can."

A

The puni,

Ken Willis has been
covering NASCAR for
The Daytona Beach
News-Journal for 27
years. Reach him at ken.
willis@news-jrnl.com
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3THINGS

Questions? Contact Godwin
Kelly at godwin.kelly®newsjrnl.com or Ken Willis at ken.
willis®news-jrnl.com

TO WATCH

FEUD OF THE IIFIZEIE

1. Where's Kyle?
You might be asking
yourself that question come
Saturday night for the AllStar Race. Where is the No.
18 Toyota, the car that has
carried defending Sprint Cup
Series champion Kyle Busch
to a series-leading three
victories this season? The
driver and stock car will be in
the race, only under the alias
of No. 75. NASCAR gave Joe
Gibbs Racing permission to
use the number in honor of
M&M's 75th anniversary.

SPRINT CUP POINTS
1. Kevin Harvick
2. Kyle Busch
3. Kurt Busch
4. Carl Edwards
5. Jimmie Johnson
6. Brad Keselowski
7. Chase Elliott
8. Joey Logano
9. Martin Truex Jr.
10. Austin Dillon
11. Dale Earnhardt Jr.
12. Matt Kenseth
13. Denny Hamlin
14. Jamie McMurray
15. Ryan Blaney
16. Kasey Kahne
17. Al Allmendinger
18. Ryan Newman
19. Trevor Bayne
20. Ricky Stenhouse Jr.
21. Kyle Larson
22. Paul Menard
23. Danica Patrick
24. Greg Biffie
25. Aric Almirola
26. Clint Bowyer
27. Landon Cassill
28. Casey Mears
29. Brian Scott
30. David Ragan

418
397
386
381
370
368
341
340
336
315
314
313
308
296
288
286
283
278
275
273
243
232
216
215
213
211
202
184
178
161

2. Test session
The teams with a little
savvy will use Saturday
night's Sprint All-Star Race
as a practice run for the
Coca-Cola 600 the following
weekend. The All-Star pays $1
million to the race winner. The

Kyle Busch, shown here after winning Martinsville, won't be driving the
No. 18 Toyota in the All-Star Race at Charlotte.
GETTY IMAGES/SARAH CRABILL

600 pays valuable points and
a possible ticket to the Chase
playoff. The veteran drivers
will use their 113 All-Star laps
to experiment with setups and
such. Look for a young hawk
to pull out the stops for the
victory.

3. Soft walls
Dover International Speedway made a big deal about
adding SAFER barrier to its
one-mile oval before last

weekend's race, and guess
what happened? Tony Stewart, still nursing a preseason
injury, crashed hard into a
wall during practice that did
not have the protective covering. Look for other race tracks
to make the mad scramble,
once again, to get extra SAFER
barriers up or face the wrath
of ticked-off drivers.
- Godwin Kelly, godwin.
kelly@news-jrnl.corn

GODWIN'S PICKS FOR SPRINT ALL-STAR RACE
WINNEft Chase
Elliott
REST OF TOP 5:
Denny Hamlin, Joey
Logano, Kyle Larson,
Martin Truex Jr.
FIRST ONE OUT: Kurt
Busch

Edwards

Larson

DARK HORSE: Tony
Stewart
DON'T BE SURPRISED
IF: Elliott qualifies
for the All-Star Race
then shocks everyone by nabbing the
$1 million prize.

Godwin Kelly is the Daytona
Beach News-Journal's
motorsports editor and
has covered NJASCAR for 30
years. Reaeh-him at godwin.
kellyWnews-jrnl.com

CARL EDWARDS VS. KYLE LARSOft Larson
was pushing his No. 42 Chevy to the limit
on the penultimate restart and made
contact with Edwards' No. 19 Toyota,
which hurtled into the wall.
GODWIN KELLY'S TAKE:"We'll just chalk it
up to racing," Edwards said with a diplomatic tone. But drivers from Missouri
have long memories.

WHAT'S ON TAP?

I= I=
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Home
3 mo.....
6 mo.
1 yr.
Rest c
3 mo.....
6 mo.....
1 yr
Check

SPRINT CUP: Sprint Showdown/All-Star
Race
SITE: Charlotte Motor Speedway (1.5mile, quad-oval)
TV SCHEDULE: Friday, Showdown qualifying,(Fox Sports 1, 1:30 p.m.), race (Fox
Sports 1, 7 p.m.). Saturday, All-Star
qualifying (Fox Sports 1, 7 p.m.), All-Star
Race (Fox Sports 1, coverage begins at
8:30 p.m., green flag at 9:15 p.m.)
CAMPING WORLD TRUCKS: N.C. Education
Lottery 200
SITE: Charlotte Motor Speedway
TV SCHEDULE Friday, qualifying (Fox
Sports 1, 5:30 p.m.), race(Fox Sports 1,
8:30 p.m.)
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HONOR OUR
HEROES THIS
MEMORIAL DAY.

CLASSIFIEDS

Set od below

To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email
classifiedttmurrayledgercom

or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270) 753-1927
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Nicki Peach

Papa Smurf
Storage

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

is/ Month F/tic
• New Climate Control
Available
*24.7 Surveilance
Pest Control

classified@murrayledger.com

'DISPLAY ADS
$10.00 Column inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday
(Shopping Guide)
LINJI AIDS
$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:
$.12 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Smart Saver
(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

Help Wanted

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
murrayledgencorn.
you skill he redirected
to Johnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local .1oh
listings %kill appear on
this wehsite.
Houeser. as a national
website. not all listing,
on the johnetigork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us it you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
'Joh listings. Thank you.
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Fri,10a,m.
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Mon.12pm.
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MURRAY

FULL TIME NURSE
PRACTMONER
OR PHYSICIANS
ASSISTANT
POSITION

LEDGER&TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mail
(Calloway }
3 mo.
$39.00
$39.00
6 mo.
$65.00 3 mo.
$65.00
$119.00 6 rno.
I yr.
1 yr.
$119.00

Full time board
certified Family Nurse
Practitioner or
Physicians Assistant
needed for busy family
practice clinic.
Qualified applicants
may send resume to:

rith a dipMissouri

Rest of K)(PIN
Pury ear & Buchanan }

3 mo
6 mo
1 yr

/All-Star

ay (1.5-

$49.00
$90.00
$135.00

1 Check
1
1 Name

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
$85.00
$110.00
6 mo.
1 yr.
$160.00

Money Order

vn qualify-

ace (Fox

-Star
I.), All-Star

PO Box 219
Dover, TN 37058

Visa

a

St. Address
I City
State

Zip

I Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 763-1916

)egins at

m.)

Education

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
060

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any
submitted matter

Monday
Smart Saver
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

GREENHOUS
HOURS•

Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or
270-485-6122

Don't forget about our
Special Memorial Day
Secdon.
May 28th 2016

it Martin's
diate reac)unded like
ipt: "I want
dy. Serican."

779-419-2756

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
a

or you may drop off a
resume to:
1511 Donelson
Parkway
Dover, TN 37058
931-232-5555
NEEDED:
Church Organist
St. Matthew by the
Lake Lutheran
Church
Benton
270-527-1856

060
Help Wanted
NOW
Accepting
Applications for full
time teachers expehence a plus at Lily Pad
Learning
Center.
Please apply in person.
at 701 S 4th St.
NOW hiring experienced
hostess,
servers, bar tenders
and kitchen help. Apply
in person at 110 South
5th St Call ahead, 270227-1941
NOW
Hiring
Management
and
Crew. Starting pay up
to $8.50hr.
applyzaxbys.com
TAKING Applications
for lawn tech. $10-$12
an
hour.
Drivers
License required. Call
between the hours of
8am - 10am. 270-9787157.
PAINTING contractor is
recruting professional
painters with 2 years
experience, painters
traniee program positions are also available.
Call 270-753-6895 to
apply and leave voice
message. Benefit proram include 401k and
vacations, no walk in
applicants accepted.
EOE
WANTED
Care professionals, in
home care givers,
12hr/bight shifts, immediate openings. 270753-5990

100% grass fed beef
and non gmo pastured
pork. Sold by the cut
USDA inspected Large
selection of products
including bone in rib
eyes,
nitrate
free
bacon,
summer
sausage, porter house,
brats, kabobs, no msg
sausage, and much
more
palmerfarmsbeef com
Stacie
Palmer 270-227-1614
ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be
responsible for only
one incorrect
insertion Any error
should be reported
immediately so
corrections can be
made.

Sports 1,

411111101171
SECURIT1

tireimed and krmisil
Lead Saresk• Ponforialeal•

PART-TIME
BOOK
KEEPING WANTED
RETIRED
LADY
LOOKING FOR PARTT
I
M
E
OFFICE/BOOKEEPING
WORK. PROFICIENT
IN PAYROLL, PAYROLL
REPORTS,
FEDERAL
AND
STATE.
KNOWLEDGABLE IN QUICK
BOOKS ACCOUNTING.
COMPUTER
KNOWLEDGE
OF
WORD AND EXCELL
ALONG WITH OTHER
GENERAL
PROGRAMS. NEED FIFTEEN TO TWENTY
HOURS PER WEEK.
WORK
IN
YOUR
OFFICE OR IN HOME
OFFICE.
REFERENCES
UPON
REQUEST. PLEASE
SEND INQUIRIES TO.
P.O. BOX 1040 B

140

320
Apartments For Rant

Want to Buy
Cash paid for good,
used guns

H&H Guns
inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342
I.
$S Want to Buy SS

We have Blind Boxes
Murray Ledger

& Times.

in Murray looking for an
Energetic, Dependable person

with retail experience for a Full Time
Position. Must be outgoing and enjoy
working with customers of all ages.
Qualified applicants may send
resume to:

P.O. Box 1040 C
Murray, KY 42071

Terrapin Station
920S 12th St
Bel-Air Center

1 1/2 YR. Old A/C
Largest window uni
made. Newly installed
C/H/A makes it no
longer needed. Works
perfect. Like new with
remote control. Pnced
at half of cost new
270-978-4300
Jones Strawbernes
1816 St. Rt. 381
Sedalia, KY. Pick your
own $1.50/Qt. We Pick
$3/Qt. 270-328-8543
160
Home Furnishings
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver. $40 Down
Take home todayl
180
Lawn & Garden

PutweALldpIlk,Purept.1.41/(4,1kaiiaVeirtionlle literal II

Owned Company
at the Murray Location For:

Walter's
Lawn Service

Delivery Truck Driver

107. Senior Citizen
Piet0Unt

Must have a Commercial Dover's License
Heavy Lifting Required

Reliat7le
Free. E5t,lniateiw
Price 5atV1h.-tior
elior.witreJto
FREE

(270)293-7220

'Employee Stock Ownership Plan
Pick up an Application at

Murray, KY 42071
•NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE•

MidiOstia
Crop Production Services, Inc.
of Hardin. KY is looking for a
self-motivated
Administrative Coordinator
to work full time.

Plow

S10 PER PICTURE
4111 fif MAY 73 A! 1 I'M

end payment to
FAray Woo &Times
PO Box 1040, Murray,ICY 42071

ER
IMES

Townhouses
Available NOW
starting at
5400/month
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-9898
2BR, 1BA duplex.
Furnished
270-7530259
3BR 2BA, Duplex wtih
bonus room within city
limits. Water and trash
included. $900. No
pets. 270-293-5423320
GALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS
1BR from $345
268 from 1375
270-753-8556
1505 Dulguld Dr.
TOO 1-800-545-1833 e0283

NICK MCCLURE-OWNER

Thank you for your business'

PRE-PLANNING
Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You
Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

Matthew lines,,
I sc.pse" Arrangement
..peciailet S Funeral Director

zaren
.gabaC

z
Backed by our family's 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co.

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
UNIVERSITY Heights
Apts. is now accepting
applications for 1BR
rental assisted apart
ments. M-W-F, 8-2:30
1734 Campbell St.
759-2282 or 270-3957325 Heanng Impaired
only 1-800-648-6056
Handicap accessible.
Equal
Housing
Opportunity.

3BR, 1.5BA, W/D
hookups, shop. South
Murray. 270-753-0259.

280
Made Hams For Rent

Job duties will include, but are not limited to
Invoicing. A/P. A/R. shipping documents, Payroll.
Expense Reconciliations, Inventory
Management, General Secretarial Duties,
support to sales stall' and other miscellaneous
duties as required
lb apply, please send a resume to
Crop Production Services,
PO Box 84, Hardin, KY 42048.

MOBILE homes to
rent 2 BD 270-293
6116
Nice 2BR mobile home
No Pets 270-753-9866

sig41
Ledger

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E MAIN ST
(270)753-6266
HOURS
MON-FRI
8 00-400
SATURDAY

Selling your
motorcycle or ATV?

Call us, we'll be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
Times
270-7;3-1916

V

HVVY 80 Storage &
Northwood Storage

12i

UNITS NOW

RGL Storage, LU3".

AVAILABLE

640 S. 4th St. &
Sunbury Circle
Multiple sizes, :
lighting in every unit.:
security lighting,
newly remodeled.
270-761-7567 ;

Starting at
$25-$55 per Month
murraykystorage.net
270-978-1109
270-978-1107

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
.720 S 4TH ST.
Comer of 121 S & Glendale
10x10's &10x15's
(270) 293-6907
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

New Climate
Controlled
Storage Units Now
Available'
Coll 270-753-9949
Visit us online at
www SBGproperty coal
Of

wwwmurraykyrentals.com

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES
----• 1850 State Route 121South
Murray, KY 42071
270.753.5562
Located at Key Auto Parts
I UNIT PRICE

5X10..$20.00

SECURITY

10X20..$45.00

10X30..$60.00

1 OX1 0..$30.00

10X24..$50.00

10X15..$35.40

1 OX 1 2..$22.50

Deposit Required

GARLAND
RENTALt
"If you've got It, we can store It"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.

8 00 I 2 00

Times
753-1916 _
Need help
selling your
house?
We can get the
word out!
753-191

Storage Rentals

UNIT SIZE

dir °P5nrt,rewd-

Cole Lumber Company Inc.
500 South 4th Street

RavedPow

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.
2BR
1.5BA
town
house. $550. No pets,
270-293-5423
2BR Duplexes

Classic Rock Album).
Hendrix, Zeppelin
Gratetu
Dead Janis Jcntin
etc

Articles
For Sala

'Health & Life Insurance

Ira

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
270-753-9224

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

150

'Paid Vacation & Holidays

HONOR OUR HEROES THIS MEMORIAL DAY,,

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING OF MURRAY

Cenemereall & Residealiel

•esisTlar & Pim Alan.Sneer
• Bedding Ames Colitiel•
• Video SUr•eilLiairt
James C Gellisvexe, Owner
270-75,4890 GECMURRAY.00611

Help Wanted

'Full Time Position
ARUN
UEX JR.

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Ladies Boutique

Opening

HAPPY MEMORIAL DAY

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Batteries, and all Aluminum

060

Employee

3y
g (Fox

BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th.
Lights, Ekictrici4,
, and 24/7Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat it Mini Storage-Hwy 94E
A// Sizes available, cal/ today
It, reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

Murray Ledger & Times

Murray

28•Thursday, May 19,2016
530
Services Mew
merical Prop. For Rent
Cola

raltbk

MgtEstab
[
Murray Ledger & Times Fail
lituu•thg At Nun.,

COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY

AUCTION

ertued how
All rral estate
is whird ii the Federal Fan
Housing Act, •hkh makes it
illtyal
adsettne attirete•
case Lututation or ditcrinunatkin bawd on fax ,Alket relkskin. it'. harklicar, tamale] mato, il national unran, or Intention to make ant sukh plateren.r limitations or di'snmria-

Available for
immediate Lease
Chestnut St
•108
Murray. KY
4,000
8,000
or 12,000
Sq. Ft. Available

Saturday, May 21st • 10:00 AM
1501 121 North
Murray, Ky 42071
National Guard Armory Big.

'OG Obedience
e ricinenmere corn
'0)436-2858

Fenton, Carnival & Opalescent glassware, crocks, cast iron pots &
dutch oven. Seth Thomas Clock, wall clocks, mantle clock, oak ice
box, old toys, old medicine bottles, Several Poison Bottles Vintage
Bottles & jars, Rail Road Lantern, Blue & White swirl porcelain,
coffee tins, maple syrup tins & bank, Beer Advertising pcs., Green
handle kitchenware, misc vintage kitchen ware, sugar flutter, wood
& glass rolling pins, old cookie cutters, milk bottles, S60 Geuder,
Paeschke, & Frey Co Milwaukee, Wisc Crock Dispenser, #3 & #4
Brown & White crocks, old wall telephone, old phonograph, Edison
cylinder record player in carrying cases, cylinder music, wood
bowls, lanterns, Clabber Girl Baking Powder double sided sign,
Wells Fargo & Co. Wood Stagecoach, Brass Bucket, wood bowls,
wood boxes, drop leaf table, wood ironing board, 2 metal lawn
chairs, smoking stand, wood keg, corner shelf, rockers, school
desk, small wood tables, Walter J Harpel Seed Co. Shannondale
Ind advertising Pitcher, Old candy jar with bale, Churchill Downs
Decanter & Jigger, glass water bottle. blue bottles, tractor seats,
cast iron sewing machine bases, sewing machine cabinet, tin
sculptor, Gulf can, metal truck toys, minnow buckets, milk can,
sewing machines, Mammy's Lullaby Black Memorability Picture,
•
and much much more!
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND YOUR AUCTION NEEDS(ESTATES,
PROPERTY, FARMS, EQUIPMENT, HOUSES, ETC)CONTACT:

Rene r ram (703)fox Icco

110•1•L 00•1110
..a.RINRAI

INEW REALTOR AtitiOWICIALtil
rlarne .at Estate and Auction s
• .cithtt to weicome Jude OmMon
trio,and(Ace Manager new
'Array ottee Judy 4 a graduate
•tiawray State Unveraty with a
legree Basalts& aril
,cansetng Her erpehence at Ilte
k4.ray aesa eroodes, 11 sews•
vet estate held aNd 7 years
. manager"VIM,
tier* wand,
• •Yaer Site was ,sccgmted in 2014
•sc. neater of the Year. ClUe us pen.
noretnersent to commonly and
rt&ruble organ:aborts Annually
aria-Minn data proaccer, she
tner, very sJrreePta as helping
'e- :nerts fueal ere. real estate
‘eds rktly is mamen to Toni
7.irtr, and tree family &clones 3
-1na • rryt 5 nrandchldrer Judy
.
• Ja
an^ Iva, estate
tt, teet ,
r IN• arks at
• •

as

Judy Denton, Realt
Cell: 270293.5221

Paving-Se, lting
Striping
Gravel-Dirt-Sand
TONY TRAVIS
270-293-4256

BUSH HOGGING
'BIG or small
Ted Hogs them All'
Call or Text
Ted
214-766-79
Str 1.44. ea

Moore's
Concrete
'Driveways
•Patios
•Stamping
•Garages
•Dirt Work
•Lic & Ins
Jeff Moore
931-2891233
.

tttir. !ttri 1 :tit

Services Offered

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

R /7
Lawn Service

*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
•Insured

410

Morriss For Salo

Pubtk Sale

Public Salo

PUBLIC AUCTION
SATURDAY MAY 21, 2016
10:00 AM
AT THE DAN MILLER AUCTION BARN
493 BROWNS GROVE RD. MURRAY, KY 42071

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
Professionals
270-293-7872

Auto Parts

Free Estimates
Yoe grow if,
We will am, if!

(270)489-2839

270-293-5949
& Ins

See Glenn in
Buy OR ReniToOvon

EAGLE BUILDINGS

USED TIRES
3pc bedroom suit, odd chest, round dining table w/4 chairs,
glass top bamboo table w/4 chairs, couch and love seat, recliner,
coffee and end tables, wicker chair, corner bench, desk and chair,
pie crust table, drop leaf cart, large mirror, 4 maple dining chairs,
odd chairs, old wood index card cabinet, old kitchen cabinet base,
sewing machine w/stool, area rugs, old guilts, Eden Pure heater,
church lights, bar stools, straight chairs, card tables, patio table
w/4 chairs and umbrella, stone pitchers, 8 gal stone crock,
cast-iron pieces, flatiron, old egg basket, kerosene lamps,
green Aladdin lamp, half pint Ryan milk bottles, cake stand,
corning ware dishes, pyrex dishes, pressure canner, Goofus glass
pieces. odd lamps. fox horns, cookbooks, religious books, 3500w
6.5hp OHV engine generator, platform bumper hitch, table saw, jig
saw, battery pressure spray, grinder, 1/2" drill, garden tools, hand
tools, step ladders, old reel push mower,(2) nice 3 wheel bicycles,
treadmill, glider exerciser, concrete rabbits, much much more....
Terms of auction full settlement day of auction with cash or good check
with proper ID.
Lunch Available.
Not responsible for accidents

14.15.16 inch
Starting at 520
Mounted

Call 753-5606
Used Cars
For Sale Hyundai
2006
Sonata
Mechanically perfect,
well maintained, low
milage, 3.3 liter V6,
Auto, Air, Drives like
new, Needs nothing,
Retired, No longer
need 2nd car. Priced
fairly 270-978-4300

VIAI 'NW**thetii*

DARRELL BEANE AUCTIONS
Darrell Beane Auctioneer
Lynn Grove. KY
270-435-4420 OR 270-227-3959
KY# P2248. TN# 2493 Firm 5815

www.darrellbeaneauctions.com

HALLS WASTE
MANAGEMENT

Concept s SudoKu

270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

8 2
3
6
9

4
5
2' 8
9

7

3 4,
7
2

fAtTicu ty Level ***

5

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Rmodeling & Piirrtvng

411 dour Septic Needs
Installaron

.

LiVOSCANJVC

•IPRESSVRI WAS/1/41C
4.4W4' CARi

•Revahvridu
•CommeRemi
•tic.
CavrAcr Soon
270-978-7457

GARY W. DICK
ELECTRIC

*Commercial
•Free Estimates
•Lic. & Ins.

tt

E*N5514-As

ACROSS
1
5
10
12
13
14
15

Call Terry at
270-349-6380

16
18
20
21
23
24
26
28
29
31
32
36
39
40

Answer to previous puzzle

39 7
5 1 6
4 2_8
1 412
7,8,5
639
2 7,3
854
96 1

812 4
38 7
1 59
89 5
26 3
4,7 1
5 46
9 1 2
713 8

.5" Seamless Gutters
Replacement Windows
Free Estimates
Serving Caloway County
for 26 years

Mulch

(270)293-8686

JCJ Construction
Home Remodel &
Repair. Framing. roofing, siding, doors and
windows, deck and
awnings, drywall hanging and finsih, painting,
flooring, cab and counters. Insured. Phone
270-226-5581, call or
text 608-306-0053.

Z/1)-748-Ef732

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
A// Shog/es Hind Alailoci

KENTUCKY LAKE
REMODELING.COM
All Aspects of
Remodeling

CLEAN CUT
LAWN SERVICE

-Thane improtemnti

LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAF REMOVAL

•Bath 'Kitchen
..tr Additions

Licensed &
Insured

•Drywall 'Painting
•Tile •Flooring -Decks
-Insured ..Sr Discount
-Free Estimate.,

270-293-3248

em tier of "A' Rating
on Angie's List

270-436-5959
FINE Line Painting
Specialist
Residential,
Commercial,
Industrial Specializing
all your painting
needs. Including
Epoxy floors, swimming pools.
Acid Washing,
pressure washing
houses, and Fencing.
Painting or Staining
Interior and Exterior
homes.
Also spraying texture
homes.
#1 Goal satisfying
customers.
No Job to Small or Big
270-226-3624

Cell:'751-616-2346

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE
& DEBRIS REMOVAL
•LicENSED & INSURED

Lamb Tree Pro

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

*Trimming / Tree
Removal
*licensed & Insured
Free Estimates
270-753-TREE (8733)
'

•Asphalt Installation
-Seal Coating
& Striping
• Licensed-Insured
40 years experience
(270) 739•0301
-Handyman Services
-Yard Work
-Pressure Washing
•Gutter Cleaning

41
43
44
45
46

We Like Making Homes Look Their Best!
Lawn and exterior property care including
grass, trees, shrubs. mulch & light handyman
work.
20+ years experience. Insured. Free Estimates.
Discounts

for both referrals and recurring service.
Call Bryan. 270-970-3796

C.Kossizoacis
410
ia'riq-rte Sri, arid ex isting
and Hart.(lutirres
•1_0.1MLS•45r4r1' trYOLieltP ruiree.
•Ln

Lot izin

.
ivarl•gs
McCUISTON

Weed. inn,, ...kir IN•te

ttirn gaids

•Moser and

UJa.Irly or Cat r•taeti

and outdoo-r raoieets

(PLIft up

I- re* Estirrun tirk
970- 21.3n

4Oael

270-293-1924
E niesiom Slain Removal Specialist

270-227-5406
Jamie McClure
Roof Cleaning -Gutters -Siding *Patios • Decks

Protecting your house like
it is our house!

Glasgow native
Breaks, perhaps
Asian capital
Pueblo material
Duo quadrupled
Hazardous gas
Comedy first
baseman
Flower parts
Flower parts
Golf position
One of a bear trio
Slugger Williams
Shipping stop
Noted seamstress
"Traffic" grp.
Beige
Publicity
Flower parts
Flower parts
Rent out
"Splish Splash"
singer
Profession
Correct, as text
Pago Pago setting
Convenes
Cowled one

DOWN

CROSSWORDS
8
9
11
17
19
22
24
25
27
28
30
33
34
35
37
38
42

Some piano keys
Felt
"I should be going
Recipe amt.
Spr. mo.
Collars
Mark Twain,
for one
Symbol of
sturdiness
Unconscious
Crown
EMT's forte
Texan landmark
Enticed
Chophouse.order
Suggestion
Goals
Zodiac animal
1

Exhibits
Secret store
Victorious
Sock part
Scarlett's home
First person
Classic Fords

2

3

ASKS
F IRSTS
THEE
OCIRILCIT
HONE
REFUOIE
MUM B E R
INEPT
al ASP
ARC FARCIWA Y
ALP
I D 0 END
Ral0
SOR BE T S
ODDS
TREAD
CASTOR
CRAB ENGULF
AURA SCARED
TENNER
LEDA
Yesterday's answer
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36
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Gary 270-227-0420

A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work

Free Estimates
Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured

•Resolenttal

•Metal Roofing

White Rock
5ortel

Master,aro A..eptect

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Riley Remodeling

ri Repair
D.rt 6ra.eJ

Do Insurance Work

ladostrlaUtowastelaUllesidestlal
lames C. CallImore
viviW.HCMURKAY.COM

LAWNCARE NEEDS

•
•
NON*,Le.•

Office: 270-759-9566

270.206.2517

By Dave Green

4

Chad Lyons
270-227-6357

436-5141

based on a 9x9 gnd with
The obiect is to place the numbers 1 to
several
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Concephs Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

8 1 5
4 21 9
6 73
36 7
1'9 4
2,5 8
98 1
7 36
5 4 2

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
.3 TRUCKING

Ron Frame
(270)227-3140
(270)474-0323

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle
given numbers

7

David's Home
Improvment
LLC

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

WE HANDLE YOUR

9
3
2
6 8

441 Charley
Miller Rd
Almo, KY

ROOFING
Replacement and Repair

MOW PROZ
IXG
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY 11100.00
PER MONTH.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(WO)753-1916.

4302 HWY 641N
Murray

locally owned/operated

(270)759-0890

SUDOKU

I Also Sellpoinsl

Decks • Garages
•Pole Barns
'Additions -Porches
-Buildings
•New & Old

CAROLINA CAR

weekly & special pickups

FOR ALL YOUR AUCTION NEEDS CONTACT:

If• •you have lost or found
a pet
We will run an ad 1 day
for free
Call
753-1916
6 we'll be
glad to help

Barns, Sheds, Cabins!

Miller's Mowing
270-227-8299

Real Tree
Building

major brands
Licensed & Insured

DC

REAL ESTATE& AUCTION
304 NORTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KY 42071
Office: 270-761-SALE (7253) or Cell: 270-705-4479
Tommy Chavis • Broker/Auctioneer • KY# P2521
www.chavlsauctions.com

PINI•Ist
IN11111...Wit

••••

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

CHAVIS

Rillil.K.S.1111 A ti
•
.
27d-247- 325,

753-9562

School Bells, Church Bells, Dinner Bells, Big Brass Bell and
Large Record Player Horns.

Ku further 4..mktaik••ith Fan'
Huiewig Adei1tswg reyburments contact 'IAA Courvel

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton. KY
270-705-4859

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

Several Dinner Bells, Brass Bell, Oak Icebox, Primitive Shelves,
Old Toys, Cast Iron Pieces, and Much More.

We will lindisint.O• acorpt aro'
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I.E.Efoor Farm Rd

1a00 North Manna
SAT(5/21)•II AM•2
Spans.toys. min.& wool

ADULT
Make a Connection. Real People, Flirty Chat.
Meet singles nght now! Call Livelinks. Try it FREE.
Call now. 1-888-979-2264.

o

1009A Nordialood OliV0
FRI.(5/20)&SA1:
(
5/21)
STARTS TAM
MULTI-FAMILY YARD SALE - Phu sire cloth*.arnmaric,leinsdadd misc.•

I Charley
iller Rd.
Imo, KY

o

tad Lyons
227-6357

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
SAWMILLS from only $4397.00 - MAKE & SAVE
MONEY with your own bandmill - Cut lumber any
dimension. In Stock ready to ship. FREE
Info/DVD: WWW.NorwoodSawmills.corn
1-800-578-1363 Ext. 300N

22048roolthavon0rho

SAT.(S/21)•8 AM-1 PM
GARAGE SALE - Ptimitins,unique',iv,dad:terns,mid Realm &saltables

Remodeling
220South13th Street
O
THURS.(5/19),FFIL(5r20)A SAT(541)
7AM-3PM
Household,herniate,electronics,toys & mach more!

tal Roofing

.mless Gutters
nent Wrxiows

Estimates
7.aloway County
r 26 years

FARM EQUIPMENT
OUR HUNTERS will Pay Top $$$ To hunt your
land. Call for a Free Base Camp Leasing info
packet & Quote 1-866-309-1507
www.BaseCampLeasing.corn

141008 HIlhvood
Fringe Benefits Solon
SAT(5/21)•7 AM-1 PM
Womens clothes.chikkens clothing, household dews,some
Must come and see!

-748-87M

ESCOTT
OFING

HEALTH SERVICES
ATTENTION: VIAGRA and CIALIS Users! A
cheaper alternative to high drugstore prices! 50
Pill Special - $99 FREE Shipping! 100 Percent
Guaranteed. Call Now: 1-800-490-2790.

o

1802 Concord Drive
in Southwest Vilios
THURS.(5/19)•7 AM-1 PM
MOVING/GARAGE SALE - Householl & misc.items.

r 28 Years
perience

70-873-7700

!70-227-1106

INTERNET/PHONE SERVICE
AT&T U-Verse Internet starting at $15/month or TV
& Internet starting at $49/month for 12 months
with 1-year agreement. Call 1- 800-445-6403 to
leam more.

-COUNTY SALE..
1980 Buffalo Road
New Concord, 121 South to New Concord Left on Hwy 444.
FRI.(5/20)& SAT.(5/21)
7 AM-2PM
HUGE 4 FAMILY GARAGE SALE - Guns,tools, household items & etc.

4N CU
SERVICE

)SCAPING
LCHING
REMOVAL

LEGAL SERVICES
DIVORCE WITH OR WITHOUT children $125.00.
Includes name change and properly settlement
agreement. SAVE hundreds. Fast and easy.
Call 1-888-733-7165, 24/7
LIVESTOCK FOR SALE

Oliegefa

ESTIMATES
I KEVIN

WEST KENTUCKY SELECT BRED HEIFER
SALE - Selling 250 Fall Calving Bred Heifers,
,vww.kyheifersale.com Tuesday May 24, 7:00 PM
CT. KY-TN Livestock Market, Guthrie, KY
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MOBILE HOMES with acreage. Ready to move in.
Seller Financing (subject to credit approval). Lots
of room for the price, 3Br 2Ba. No renters.
859-977-3970

DISH TV 190 channels plus Highspeed Internet
Only $49.94/mo! Ask about 3 year price guarantee & Netflix included for 1 year!
CALL 1-800-417-8079.
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TRUCK DRIVERS HELP WANTED
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,
61

Nash St

•

APPLY NOW! CDL Dnvers in High Demand! Get
you CDL Training in 16 days at Truck America
Training and go to work! State WIA Grants and VA
Benefits Accepted. Tuition Financing Available.
1st yr. avg. $40,000 per ATA (502)955-6388 or
(866)244-3644.
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0-970-379

Henry-St
Dudley Dr
Kirkwood Dr

Edinborough Dr

Glendie Rd

CLASS A CDL FLATBED DRIVERS, NEW PAY
SCALE.NEW 389 Pete's 'Trucks set 0 70MPH
*Starting pay up to .52 CPM 'Health Ins. •401K
•Per Diem Pay .Home Weekends. 800-648-9915
or www.boydandsons.com
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Advertise your JOB OPENING, EVENT, ITEMS .
FOR SALE, AUCTION etc. in this newspaper plus
84 other newspapers in KY for only $250. Save
time and money by making one call for all! For
more information, contact the classified department of this newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821, email: sparry@kypress.com
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US intelligence: Foreign hackers spying on campaigns
in a slide show used to warn incoming Obama
administration officials that their new jobs could
WASHINGTON(AP) — The United States sees make them prey for spies.
Eight years ago, foreign intelligence services
evidence of hackers, possibly working for foreign
governments, snooping on the presidential candi- "met with campaign contacts and staff, used hudates, the nation's intelligence chief said Wednes- man source networks for policy insights,exploited
day. Government officials are assisting the cam- technology to get otherwise sensitive data, enpaigns to tighten security as the race for the White gaged in pekeption management to influence policy," it said. "This exceeded traditional lobbying
House intensifies.
The activity follows the pattern set in the last and public diplomacy."
Jonathan Lampe with InfoSec Institute, a private
two presidential elections. Hacking was rampant
in 2008, according to U.S. intelligence officials, information security company in Chicago, said
and both President Barack Obama and Mitt Rom- security hasn't improved significantly since then.
In October, he evaluated the security of 16
ney were targets of Chinese cyberattacks four
years later. Nevertheless, cyber experts say Don- candidates' websites and wrote a pair of reports.
ald Trump and Hillary Clinton's campaign net- Using the reconnaissance skills of a casual hacker, Lampe pulled full lists of site user names and
works aren't secure enough to eliminate the risk.
"We've already had some indications" of hack- technologies used on most sites. In some cases, he
ing, James Clapper, director of national intelli- discovered which directories were accessible from
gence, said Wednesday at the Bipartisan Policy the Internet and which weren't. He learned the
Center in Washington. He said the FBI and the software products Clinton's campaign used from a
Department of Homeland Security were helping job posting soliciting a computer-wise staffer.
"Everybody was sitting with their pants down
educate the campaigns.
probaand
by the time we looked at the sites in March,
"we'll
predicted,
Clapper
attacks,
Of the
everybody had made fixes," Lampe said.
bly have more."
But countries are probably still snooping, he
The revelation comes after Clapper's office released a document this month saying foreign in- said:"The sites were open enough back in October
telligence services tracked the 2008 presidential that anyone who grabbed the information then and
election cycle "like no other." The document was wanted to use it, could still use it now."
By DEB RIECHMANN
Associated Press

Some threats are publicly known.

The international group of activists and hackers
known as Anonymous has declared cyberwar on
Donald Trump,urging supporters to take down his
website and expose private information. Weeks
ago, a masked figure appeared on YouTube, saying."Dear Donald Trump, we have been watching
you for a long time and what we see is deeply disturbing."
The New York billionaire probably has the largest "attack surface" of the candidates, said John
Dickson of the Denim Group, a San Antonio developer of secure software. "If it's the Bernie
Sanders campaign, it's probably one website. If
it's Donald Trump,it's his entire empire."
Dickson and other experts said they weren't
privy to any incidents of foreign hacking of the
campaigns. But as the political conventions and
general election near, they worry about a welltimed, sophisticated attack by a government to
help a candidate.
"Think of the Chinese. Think of the Iranians.
They have the intelligence capabilities, obviously,
and maybe even the desire to disrupt elections,"
Dickson said.
At the least, he said it must be taken for granted
that foreign governments are trying to learn more
about the candidates. "You would hope that the
CIA is doing the same thing," he said. Indeed,the
If

U.S. spies on allies and adversaries for political:
and commercial information.
The Clinton and Trump campaigns didn't respond to questions about cybersecurity.
Dickson said the campaigns focused more on
computer security because of the investigation into
Clinton's use of a private email server as secretary
of state, and a breach of voter data at the Dem..
ocratic National Committee. Last year, Sanders
apologized after his campaign improperly gained
access to the campaign data of his Democratic rival, and he fired a data director.
V. Newton Miller,chief executive officer of Milwaukee-based PKWARE, which provides encryption software and advises federal agencies on data
security, said foreign spying on campaign sites
was inevitable.
'.'These campaigns are not working on encrypted platforms," he said. "It's a matter of when and
how serious of an impact it is going to have on this
election."
Foreign hackers are more interested in sensitive, revealing emails and reports, especially with
the unprecedented mudslinging of this campaign,
rather than acts of cyber vandalism, Miller arid
other experts said.
"If they shut down a candidate's website," Miller said,"so what? It impacts fundraising for 24.10 ,
48 hours." II
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Murray-Calloway County Hospital held its first "Adopt a Doc"campaign on National Doctor's Day,
March 30. The campaign involved
oeparunents in the hospital "adopting" a doctor during the day and
recognizing them with a gift basket
of the physician's favorite goodies.
Pictured are baskets being received
by Dr Robin Floyd,radiologist; Dr.
James Hart, opthalrnology and Dr.
Michael Adams,family practice.
Pictured is Tyler Brockman as he
throws a pitch in the second inning
as rain comes down at Laker Field.
Calloway posted a 9-8 victory over
Lone Oak.
Peggy Billington, executive director of the United Way of Murray,
is shown presenting Keith Travis
with a Certificate of Recognition for
achievement above and beyond the
call from the Kentucky Commission
on Community Volunteerism and
Service as part of the Governor's
Awards for Outstanding Volunteer
Service. The award was presented
on behalf of Gov. Ernie Fletcher.
The Purchase Area Senior Games
continued with shuffleboard competition at the Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens Center.
Pictured are Brenda Jones and Judi
Evans, both of Murray, who participated in the event.
Members of Southwest Elementary PTA and other volunteers showed
their appreciation to the school's
teachers recently by holding a car
wash at school. Pictured are Diana
Arnett. Beth Bates and Renee Garrison as they wash one of the vehicles.
Twenty years ago
Janice Fountain, senior program
director for the Murray YMCA,discussed the facilities and services of
the two Murray Y locations at the
April meeting of the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
She was introduced by Anna Mae
Thurman. Pictured are new department members Jo Farley, Marge
Armbruster and Ginny Harper.
Calloway's Juli Yoo and doubles
partner Kylie Johnson advanced to
the quarterfinals of the First Region
tennis tournament at Lone Oak and
Murray's Caroline Trawick took

two wins in the regional tournament.
Winners of the Calloway County Middle School Model Car and
Truck Club contest in the uuck division were Derik Maths, Russell
Sweatman and Richard Powell.
Thirty years ago
The Murray Middle School Tiger
Band gave its best performance of
the year when the band competed
in the 49th annual West Tennessee
Strawberry Festival Parade in Humbolt,Tennessee on May 8.The band
captured third place in color guard,
band and sweepstakes competition.
Chris Edwards is the drum major
and Danielle Alexander is color
guard captain. Gary Mullins and
Chuck Bradley are the directors of
the MMS band.
The Calloway County Lady Lakers won the regional track meet
in Ft. Campbell. Members of the
squad include Missy Tucker, Cynthia Garland, Marcia Grimes, Angela Woods, Jima Wilson, Kris
Miller, Melissa Smith, Amberly
Moss, Eushieka Payne, Michelle
Stubblefield, Pam Torsak and Erika
Pearson.
Forty years ago
Linda Avery and Kathy Calhoun
are valedictorian of the 1976 graduating class of 176 at Calloway
County High School. Commencement exercises are May 24.
Fifty years ago
Judy Hargis is valedictorian and
Mike McDaniel is salutatorian of
the 1966 graduating class of Murray
High School.
Connie Hopkins is valedictorian
and Kim Eddie Pennington is salutatorian of the 1966 graduating class
of Calloway County High School.
Sandy Lilly, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. G.T. Lilly of Murray, has been
named as "Outstanding Senior Girl"
of the 1966 graduating class at Murray State University.
Sixty years ago
Gwendolyn Miller and Ila Lee
Perry are valedictorian ?rid Yvonne
Skinner is salutatorian of the 1956
graduating class of Douglas High
School.
Jeanette McNutt was installed as
worthy advisor of Murray Assembly
No. 19 Order of the Rainbow Girls.

Wife dances the night away
while husband stews at home
DEAR ABBY: My wife of 15
years has recently begun spending
a lot of time with a group of women
who socialize away from their husbands. They like to meet without
their husbands and party at pickup nightclubs
and swingbars.
ers'
When I asked
her about it,
her response
"It's
was,
Just us girls
dancing with
other
each
and having
a good time.
Dear Abby
dance
We
each
with
by
the
at
other
Abigail
table we're
Van Buren
at. We never
dance with
any of the men who ask us." When
I asked why they go to these kinds
of places. she said the atmosphere
and music are better there.
Abby, 1 object to this type of
partying. We married to be together. She's now accusing me of being jealous and possessive. Am I
wrong to want her to stop? I think
what she's doing is dangerous. -PLEASE STOP IN ARIZONA
DEAR PLEASE STOP: No,
you're not wrong. Your wife partying regularly at swingers' bars and
pick-up joints IS a threat to your
marriage. If the shoe were on the
other foot and you were the one
out drinking and dancing while she
sat at home, she'd probably feel
the same way you're feeling now,
unless you had both agreed on an
open relationship.
Spouses who treat each other
without consideration for the other's feelings usually wind up divorced, so while there is time to
save your marriage, some sessions
with a marriage counselor would
be a good investment.

A B Y BLUES"
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DEAR READERS: In yesterday's column, I discussed new
evidence that the Zika virus probably causes a brain birth defect that
leads to small heads and brains
(microcephaly). This can occur
when a pregnant woman
infected
is
early in pregnancy, when
baby's
the
brain is developing.
The virus
is carried inside certain
mosquitoes
Dr.Komaroff called
Aedes
by
mosquitoes,
bite
which
Dr. Anthony
transand
Komaroff
mit the virus
to humans.
Aedes mosquitoes have already
spread north from South America
and the Caribbean into the southern United States. This is obviously a concern for any woman who
is contemplating getting pregnant.
We don't know, however, how
large this risk is:
-- How often will pregnant
women who are infected early in
pregnancy have babies with microcephaly? One small study from
French Polynesia estimates the risk
may be as low as 1 percent. However, in my opinion, that estimate'
is not very solid.
-- What is the likelihood that the
virus will reach the US. and Canada? Aedes mosquitoes now are in
about 30 southern U.S. states and
in Hawaii. Global warming is encouraging the mosquitoes to travel
north. However, it is hard to predict how rapidly that will happen.
Even though Aedes mosquitoes
already are in the U.S., the virus
so far has not been found in U.S.
mosquitoes. The problem is that
U.S. citizens often travel south.
Some have become infected with
the virus, usually without knowing
it, and then have returned to the
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BLONDIEO
HOW' YOU
I'VE GOT
FIGURE THAT
'N LI DAYS,
OUT, ELMO?
HOURS,
2A1 MINUTES,
AND 37 SECONDS
UNTIL I GET OUT
OF SCHOOL
- FOR THE
SUMMER,
MR 3!
---------

WITH MY NEW COUNTDOWN
&PP! IT PINPOINTS THE
MILLISECOND THAT 7
)
I'LL SECOASE
FREE MAN!!

ENGINE PARTS GETS A BRUSH-UP
Dear Heloise: I work on motorcycles and have to
clean small engine parts. I need brushes. I have family and friends give me their OLD TOOTHBRUSHES.
I have not needed to buy a small cleaning brush
for years. They are perfect for scrubbing parts with
caked-on oil and dirt without
damaging the metal. -- Kevin
M.,Fredericksburg,Va.
Kevin,you should have a lifetime supply ofsmall brushes!!
offer my old, clean mascara
and nail-polish brushes to my
husband, David, to use when
he works on "our" (I get the
sidecar!) 2(K).5 Russian-made
URAL motorcycle. -- Heloise
PS.: Visit www.Helosie,com
CREPE
by
PAPER
to see "Sveryanla."
Pas Nat
Heloise
PROCEDURE PROTOCOL
hAtste-E 1U15
Dear Heloise: I went to
"Is.1110."
have a procedure, and the
nurse wheeled me back to my husband (I am wheelchair-bound). She told him what to do to get the correct forms to have the procedure done. This enraged
me -- I can do the phone calling.
I do have a brain that works,even though my legs
don't. -- Disabled in Gastonia, N.C.
Dear Gastonia: I don't think the nurse meant to
disparage you or your condition. Many times people
having procedures in a hospital or doctor's office are
I DON'T CARE IF THERE'S
nervous and may not concentrate as well as usual.
1 HOUR, 5 MINUTES AND
There is a lot going on,and a lot to think about.
15 SECONDS LEFT IN THIS
Next time, tell the hospital staff to talk directly to
MEETING! WE'RE NOT TAKING,
YOU. You have a voice, speak up. -- Heloise
. !!!)
A BR!...A1
'WEIGHT'A MINUTE
Dear Heloise: Have you noticed most boxes of dry

In 1943, in his second wartime
address to the U.S.Congress,British
Prime Minister Winston Churchill
pledged his country's full support in
the fight against Japan.
In 1973, Secretariat won the
Preakness Stakes, the second of his
Triple Crown victories.
In 1992,in a case that drew much
notoriety, Mary Jo Buttafuoco of
Massapequa, New York, was shot
and seriously wounded by her husband Joey's teenage lover, Amy
Fisher.

Horoscope

DUSTIN®
I HOPE YOV Y OF COUR%. I
RESEARC.HED
DID YOUR
HOMEWORK TNE TOP-SELLING
BRANDS IN
ON IT
CONSUMER
REPORTS...

• •CONSIDERED DOZENS OF
REVIEWS AND COMMENTS
POSTED ONLINE...

.THEN BOUGHT THE \
FIRST ONE I 5AW WITH
A DEDICATED POPCORN)
BUTTON.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, May 20, 2016:
This year you greet the potential of many different
upsets; however, if you don't get stuck on being
right, you will grow and see a greater vision of
possibilities. You also will come to understand
others better. If you are single, you will go through
several relationships before you settle. Finding
the right person will be challenging but worth the
search. You are very likely to meet Mr. or Ms. Right
this year. If you are attached, you will notice that
your differences keep coming up. Consider the fact
you and your sweetie have different approaches
and styles. SAGITTARIUS is a risk-taker.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult
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U.S. carrying the virus. If they are
bitten by US. Aedes mosquitoes,
the virus could be transmitted to
those mosquitoes. And those mosquitoes then could spread it to other people in the United States. And
then Zika infections could take off
in the U.S., just as they have in
South America over the past several years.
-- Will this actually happen? I'm
afraid it will. How soon will it happen? I wouldn't hazard a guess. I'll
keep bringing you the latest information about this.
-- When will there be a treatment
or a vaccine? There currently is no
antiviral treatment for this virus.
Although scientists are working
hard on this, it is unlikely that a
proven treatment will be available for several years. The same
is probably true for a vaccine. It is
encouraging that a vaccine against
a similar virus, dengue virus, was
approved in April. Hopefully, the
lessons learned in developing that
vaccine will speed development of
a vaccine for Zika virus.
-- Why are we behind in dealing with this new virus? If you are
regular readers of this column, you
can predict my answer: because we
have not invested enough in biomedical research and public health.
We could have been collecting data on thousands of women
in South America when this virus
spread there several years ago.
We could have started work on
antiviral treatments and vaccines.
Instead, federal, state and city
governments were spending their
limited resources on more immediately urgent health issues. There
weren't the funds to try to get
ahead of this new virus.
Who determines how much our
government spends to protect our
health? We the people.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions, go
to AskDoctorK.com,or write: Ask
Doctor K,10 Shattuck St.,Second
Floor,Boston,MA 02115,)

Hints From Nelelse

In 1780, a mysterious darkness
Today is Thursday, May 19, the
much of New England
enveloped
226
are
There
2016.
of
day
!40th
and part of Canada in the early afdays left in the year.
ternoon.
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1913, California Gov. Hiram
On May 19, 1962,actress Marilyn
Monroe sang "Happy Birthday to Johnson signed the Webb-Hartley
You" to President John F. Kennedy Law prohibiting "aliens ineligible to
during a Democratic fundraiser at citizenship" from owning farm land,
New York's Madison Square Gar- a measure targeting Asian immigrants, particularly Japanese.
den.
In 1935, T.E. Lawrence, also
On this date:
In 1536,Anne Boleyn,the second known as "Lawrence of Arabia,"
wife of England's King Henry VIII, died in Dorset, England, six days
was beheaded after being convicted after being injured in a motorcycle
crash.
adultery.
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DEAR ABBY: A family with
young children just moved into the
house across the street. They seem
like nice people,but one thing concerns me.
Day and night, their 6-year-old
son rides his bike all over the street
unsupervised, and darts across
without looking. Most of the residents on our street drive carefully,
but every so often a strange car or
two will barrel through. I'm worried that the boy will get hit one of
these days.
Should someone go to the parents and tell them their child isn't
safe? Or is it nobody's business
to scold people on how to raise
their children? -- CONCERNED
NEIGHBOR
CONCERNED
DEAR
NEIGHBOR: Go there not to
scold but to welcome your new
neighbors. And while you're there,
warn the parents that some drivers
ignore the speed limit while driving down that street, so it's im•••••
portant they stress to their boy the
DEAR ABBY: My mom died of importance of looking both ways
cancer last year at the young age when he's on his bike.
011/11400
of 63.(I am 30.) Not one member

Today In History

ucize
two-rusa
scmooL

of my husband's mother's family (other than my MIL and FTL,
whom we live with) acknowledged her death in anyway. There
were no phone calls, no sympathy
cards,no "I'm sorry for your loss,"
NOTHING. My family and I were
extremely hurt by their behavior.
We feel that some sort of apology
or explanation is in order.
Some members of my mother-inlaw's family are now nearing death
themselves, and I know I will be
expected to go along with my husband, in-laws and their extended
family to the various services "out
of respect." The problem is, my
respect for them no longer exists.
Any advice? -- DISRESPECTED
ON THE EAST COAST
DEAR DISRESPECTED: Yes.
If you prefer not to attend, stay
home. And if you are asked why
you didn't show up, tell them the
reason.

Probability is high that Zika
virus will appear in US

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Your ideas resonate with others who feel as
if you come from an authentic point of view. The
problem seems to be that you are very idealistic at
this point. Consider the conditions and must-dos.
Will your concepts still succeed?
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** You might be quite wayward and
determined to have a situation work out the way
you want it to. Remain sensitive to a partner who
wants to have matters play out the way that he or
she would like them to. Open up to some fun ideas.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Someone might reveal his or her true
agenda. Be sure you want what is heading down
the path before making any commitments. On the
other hand, you could be upset because you need
to make a choice. Recognize a bum deal.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You could be wondering what must
happen next. Demonstrate your ability to get past
a problem and succeed. You will feel far more
relaxed than you have in a while. Start a discussion
to understand where a family member is coming
from.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** You seem to choose the right words at the
right time. Investigate possibilities more openly
than you have in the past. You might feel as if you
must act on an important conversation or schedule

cereal are only approximately 75 percent full? I've
measured and calculated a few of them.
I assume the cereal companies think they are fooling the consumers by using oversized boxes. -- Joe
B., Atlanta,Texas
Maybe yes and maybe no! Look at the label -- it
statesfilled by weight, not volume. It's the weight of
cereal regardless ofhow much or little space the cereal takes up. While corn flakes may take up more
"space" than oatmeal, it's the weight that is usedfor
packaging information. Some of the boxes ARE a bit
oversized, say the manufacturers, so the cereal can
move around during transportation. One box may
be half-full, and the same product on the shelf may
be 314 full. Don't fret, you are getting your money's
worth! -- Heloise
NO LOST REMOTE
Dear Heloise: I purchased an adjustable bed. The
remote kept falling off my bedside table, and it was
impossible to find. I pinned a sport sock to the sheet
within arm's reach and dropped the remote in. I feel
the "raise" and "lower" buttons through the sock,so
1 don't have to remove it to use it. -- Jane H. in San
Antonio
RAZOR AT THE READY
Dear Heloise: I keep a disposable razor and scissors on top of my dryer.
The scissors are handy for cutting threads or tags,
and the razor is there to use when I have pilling on a
sweater or slacks. -- Barb B.,Crown Point,Ind.
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise,P.O. Box 795000,San Antonio,TX 78279-5000,
or you can fax it to 1-210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't answer your letter
personally but will use the best hints received in my
column.
(c)20I6 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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a meeting. Continue to open up to new ideas.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You'll want to restrain yourself from
overspending or getting uptight about a money
matter. You might need to simplify your thinking
and recognize when you are out of your league.
Remain connected to the basics.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**-k* You'll remain full of fun, and obligations will
flow easily from one area of your life to the next.
Tension could build if you become too reflective.
Remember what you want, then decide when it
would be best to make it a reality.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You have been focused and direct.
Understand your limits in the social whirlwind that
is about to take off. You might question your need
to have a routine and follow it as exactly as you
can. You are full of energy; invite several friends
to join you.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You will want to reconsider a decision that
seems to be hindering you in some way. You might
not be prepared to discuss this matter. Therefore,
you could have difficulty making a decision, as it
is your inclination to let the issue resolve itself.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Zero in on your priorities, especially
revolving around timing, events and getting
together with friends. Expect to be overly busy,
and you won't be surprised. You like all the activity,
but at the same time you find it to be distracting.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You might feel exposed or as if you have a
must appearance that you simply cannot avoid.
Stop the flow of any negative thoughts, and you will
discover the power of positive thinking. You could
even enjoy something that you hadn't thought you
would.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Reach out to a loved one at a distance who
often confuses situations rather than helps them.
As a result, you won't want to share too much of
what is going on. In fact, letting the cat out of the
bag could trigger a difficult situation.
BORN TODAY
Singer Joe Cocker (1944), singer Cher (1946)
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